The story of the story of Anzac

PARTI

Of Myths and Nations

"Great are the myths.. .Great the risen and fallen nations."
LRat1e.r of Crm, Wait \\%itman

Myth today

IN A \ ' c E L L - ~ c ) L x ' ~dlalogue
:
in Plato's l'hredros

(YI,

9228A) Sokrates and

P h ~ d r o are
s wallung outside the tvalls o f Athens, by chance discussing the
archaology o f a particular myth in which Boreas, the north wind, is said
t o have carried off a young *l,

Oreithyia. Phadros asks his companion

about the o r i p s and mealkg o f the story. I want to quote Sokrates' response at length, because in it he compasses many of the attitudes toward
myth that I want to look at throughout this thesis:
I'h~11'm.r:

Tell me Sokrates, do you b e k e this mjrthic tale (npfboigomenon)to be uue?

.

If I disbelieved, as the wise do, I should not be so very far wrong. 'Then
I might offer a rational explanation, to the effect that a gust of the north
mind pushed Oreithyia off the rocks in the neighbourhood as she was
playing with Pharmakeia; and that having died in tlis manner she was
said to have been carried off by Boreas.
As for myself, Phzdros, I tli& such explanations on the whole very
i c e ; yet they are the inventions of a clexer, laborious, and not altogether enviable person - for no other reason than because after tlis they
must explain the forms of the centaurs, then that of the C b z e r a , and
then a host of such beings press upon them: gorgons, pegasos, and
couiltless other strange, inconcei~~able
creatures. If anyone disbelieves
in these, and with a rustic sort of wisdom undertakes to explain each in
accordance with probability, they will need an abundance of leisure.
I, at least, have not time for such things - and the reason, my friend,
is this: T am not vet able, as the Delphic motto has it, to know myself.
So it seems to me ridiculous that whei~someone does not know that,
they should trouble themselves over matters of no concern. And so 1
leave those things alone, accepting what other people believe about
them and, as I was saying just now, I ir~vestigatenot these thngs, but
myself- to h o w whether I am a monster more complicated and furious than Typhon, or a gentler and simpler creature, enjoying a blessed
and quiet lot by nature.
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Sokrates' long ailswer to Phadros' question, "Do you beliere tlis myth
to be true?" is remarkable for many reasons. To begn with, as a piece of
rhetoric it is poetry in motion, sldfullp balancing opposing ideas of
laetoriciatls and Sophists, and carefullr respecting skeptical reason and
religion alike. Aiso, it demonstrates how Greek society at the t h e
questioned its own beliefs and structures. Sobates suggests that it would
"not be vety wrong" to disbelieve the myth, as wise people do, yet he
cautions against those rvho, wit11 a "rustic sort of wisdom" ( k y p o i ~ ct;t v i

aoaig), would attempt to esplaiti the story in terms of natural phenomena or forgotten history. It is easy enough for Alegorists or Euliemerists
to make a stoq- out of the north wind blo.iving a young girl off a cliff to
her death on the rocks below, but such a theory then requires that the
same metl~odologysuccessfully explain all other such stories. And tilere's
the eternal rub.
Most importantly, Solaates' Qscourse llluserates how myths can
function in many ways at once, and may be interpreted by Qfferent
people to ha\-e different meanings: personal, political, social, sexual,
historical, and so on. hloreover, as Sohates states, the most valuable
lesson horn myth is in the application of the Delplic principle, 'IGlow
oneself' (or as Sokrates would have it, 'Listen to oneself'). The lesson is
not simply to explain or to interpret the individual myth, but to understand oneself through the myth; not to control the myth horn without,
but to become part of it from w i t h .
Over the ages, tlls passage from the f'ha3dro.1 has been alternately
praised then attacl;ed, cited with approval then rebuke. In recent times,
for example, Erilst Cassirer quotes the passage to illustr~tethe central role

of language in any discussior~of myth, but suggests that Plato (and
Cassirer k-nseli?) sneers at Sokrates' wlhsical interpretations

(Ltgzclge

ul~di\{~i+h,2). Robert Graves accuses Sokrates of ignorance saying he "had
110 undersmndng

of myths," and clain~sthe pldosopher misses the point

of tlze whole story (Gteek ikf~th.r,348.4). But other writers have been eager

to employ Sokrates' arguments. At the outset, then, I want to sugges: it
will be profitable to apply Sokrates' principle to Australia's relationship
with the Anzac myth: not to recover the hstorical facts bzhmd the mj7thc
story (?,ythologemett),but to exanline how the myth operates, and how it
enables the nation to 'know itseif.

*
In considering the story of Anzac as a foundation myth for the Australian
nation, it is necessary first to examine the terms of the statement: what
are the possible meanings compassed by the words 'myth' and hation'?
Inhite, comes the answer, and never the same from reader to reader, nor
age to age. But some canvassing of terms is required, if oniy to find some
common ground. I%ch of the two words has a long history, signifying
different tlings in clifferent periods and different hnguages. 'Nation' has
undergone a ralcal re-evaluation in recent centuries, its core meaning
evolving and mutating substantially - this will be a focus in the second
part of this chapter. But like~vise,the idea of 'niyth' is changmg, emerging
from the confines of hyper-rational thought to a less stable, altogether
more subversive potential.
In lzis essay 'When is art?' Nelson Goodman demonstrates how the
ontologcal impasse of the question 'what is art?' can be avoided by
approachng the problem a dfferent way. The trouble lies in asking the
wrong question, suggests Goodman, for "a thing may function as a work
of art at some times and not at others." According to Goodman then, che
real question is not TTnat objects are works of art?' but 9Vhen is ;In
object a work of art?' (%,hen is art?', 57,66).
GOrard Genette takes Goodman's formula and applies it to poetics,
where the corresponding question TYhat is literature? is already a farmliar
script.18 Genette juxtaposes the nvo interrogatives \Vhat and When to

IS C. +i.ette,Fictiott at~dDictio,?, 1-29. Genette ackno\vledges that such a question cannot
ignore the ghost of Sartre's 'Qu'est que c'est la litterature?'. In English, too, there 1s
Eagleton's chapter 'iP11at is literahire' wvhch opens lis literay Theogl: an i~~~wd~~cfiotz.

propose a binary typology of poetics: 9n the one hand essentialist (and
'closed'), o n the other conOitionalist (and 'open'). The essentialist model
is the traditional poetics, concerned with classifications of lmo\vn objects
operating in a closed, stratified system. But Gerlette is ansious to avoid
traditional, received taxonomnies. In particular he notes that most theo~ies,
being dazzled by the object of their specific intcrest, become blinded to
other possibilities and deviations:
The mistzke made by every poetics from :\ristotle's day tc ours has doubtless been to hypostasi~ethe sector of the literary art to which irs own
criterion applied, and with respect ro whtch it was conceived. (Fiction rrnd
Di~jtion,20)
Zenette is doubtless aware that l i s statement invites the question wllicn
sector he may himself be unconsciously hypostasizing. However, he goes
o n to cllampion the need for a pluralist t11eol-y that can accommedate a
broader xsthetic camra.sthan most essentialist theories:
h universality, none of rhese poetics is valid; but
Taken literally in its i l ~ to
each of them is valid in its own domain, and ar all events each can be
credited with having brought to light anti proniilence one of the multiple
criteria of litexariness. ( f i - t i g t ~uiid Di"tiOtz,
20')

And as for literature and poetics. so too for xnpth: no one theory or rule
can adequately explain or de,Ctze 'mytll'; it becomes rnired in exceptions,
variations and anomahes such as to dilute any claitns to be paramoullt or
uni~~ersal.
Nevertheless, each theory (to varying degrees) car, be useful 111
'bringing to light and prominence one of tlie nlultiple criteria' of what
comes under the single term 'myth'. G.S. IGrk makes a start in tlus
h e c t i o n in Th?XQIZII'~
oj'Greek:Aljths, strongly asserting, in the manner c f
Genetre, that "there can be no single, coxnpre11ellsir.e theory of myth."
H e suggests thar the question should not be "\%'hat is Myth" (abstract,
capitalized), but rather "\S7hat is a myth?" (indefinite, uncapitalized) . So
therefore, in tlis chapter we u d not be asking "Is Anzac a myth," nor yet

defining myth per se. Rather, we shall concern oursell-es with other
interrogatives, such as Whea and How is Anzac myth, and especially,
\That sort of myth(s) is Anzac? T h s reorienting higlhghts the fact that
individual rn~rthsdo not relatc as sibhgs or isotopes of a &screte group,
but as cousins, several steps removed from each other tJlroug11 language,
culture, form, and so on.
Such questioning about myth is not new. As the example from
Ph&,

shows, in ancient Greek society :he nature and value of 'myths'

was alreadv debated and questioned. In lis seminal book on the subject

Did the Greeks Believe in IrheirL;Mlths?,Paul Veyne comments how myth was
a subject of serious reflexion in verbal and written &;course, and the

Greeks still had not tired of it 600 years after the Sophsts and the Greek
'erdightenment'. Two and a half thousand years later Vey~leis still asking,
albeit rhetorically, "Is myth true or false?" (51). The question we will ask
here is not so much whether modern .Australian society 'believes in its
mpths', but whether it befie-\,esin myth at all. The poi.nt that I shall make
frequently is that it is a vain project to attempt to parcel up myths from
an exterior, objective position. My purpose d be to allow the many ideas
and theories of nlytii ic rub against the k x i g e s of Anzac and leave their
k-npressions. For the fact h a t the discussion will be largely 'Eurocentric',
focussing on classical Greek and Latin texts and theories, rather than
being universahst and pan-cultural, ths thesis inake no apology. I am not
attempting to create an exhaustive theoly for all humanity, but to show
how various mythic narratives and models have affected and influenced
the reception of the Anzac story into Australian culture; and t h s culture,
notwithstandmg the rich heritage of Aboriginal myths and those of nonEuropean h ~ l i g r a n t s ,looks almost exclusively to a mix of GracoRoman and Judeo-Christian traditions for its mythopoeic inspiration.
Certainly t h s 1s exclusively the muse for those writers who have been
central to the mjrthopceisis of Anzac, including of course, Charles Bean.

*
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In the beginring, then, is the word. In its manv forms, cotnpounds and
translations, 'myth' is surrounded by such clouds of witness to its various
incarnations that confusion must inevitably arise wllenever ~nybodyuses
it. The myth that one t11ec.rist limits to a ?re-literate society is not
necessarilv the same myth that another identifies in post-Enlightenment
culnlrc. \Y-e might corlsider an analogy with the word

tvutet:

Everyolle

knows what water is: but it can be a lake or a stream, ice or snow, cloud,
rain or oceati; water can be a life-giving liquor to the parched, or a flood
of destruction and death. In similar fashion then, myth call be a narrative
or a concept, a social function or a national ritual. It can be a falsehood
or it can be immanent truth. What are the links between the various
objects and the word itself? Let us exatnine,
At the heart of Nietzsche's rna,xkn that we can only think ~vithinthe
'prison-house of language' is the follo\ving paradox of iangddqe and
epistemology: How can we rhlnk about a concept without a word to
signi5 that concept? To put it another way: \%'hat comes first; the word
or the concept? The easy answer is that they arrive together - and that
it. what neologsms are aU about; new ideas, new phenomena. And so, a
liztle philologcal inquiry can help us track the derelopment (or decline)
of an idea, and show how it changes over time. T!is is the first move in
our interrogative formula 'when is myth': to ask when the word f i s t
occurred, and to look at dfferent moments in its Gston~.

In considering how various eras have addressed the i~otionof i-rlyth,
it is crucial to historicize the word itself. The English word 'myth' comes
dlt-ecdy from the Anciene Greek p0000 -nztithos or 17g~r'bos,depending on
transliteration. T h s is the lexeme that has spawned antecedents in all
those linguistic communities that affect some literary heritage to classical
antiquity (or that hare borrowed directly from one of these languages).
And just as myth - or nzy~be,~ ~ i fMM@
o , -is today so impossible to limit
or define, n~~ifhos
was l~ardlyless a word of many turns in ,incient Greek.

As Jean-Pierre Vernant explains, "the Greek word ?TIII!IIOSn~eans
f o ~ n u l a t e dspeech," and further, "~~zifhoi
can squaliji well be called hifroi
iogoi, sacred speeches" ('iieason of myth', 204). But \iltllitl the compass
of the appellation 'Ancient Greek', we are considering almost one
tl~ousandyears of lirlguistic lustol?, and the most cursory inquiry sllows
that nothing car1 be considered stable 111 any language oxyersuch a period.
LVitl~n~~ifhos,
the kernel of the problem is not phonetic or morphological
change, but rather sern~nticmutation of a relatively constant lexerne. T o
illustxate: nzz2/hos occurs throughout the Ir'iad, where it appears to be a
paricular genre of public discourse; a "speech act indicating a~thority."~'

Iske its cornparlion terms logos and epos (also later to take on new si,pificathe I M i s usually translated into modern English
rion as 'epic'), iii'ti/ho~*in
as 'speech', 'word', 'saying'. But the language of the ILbd represents
Ancient Greek in the eighth century B.C.E., at the very dawn of its literate
hstory. Ver~lanttherefore draws attention to the remarkable changes in
the 'niental universe of the Greeks' between the eighth and fourth
centuries, evidenced in poetry, art, politics, and especially in the work of
the Ionian School of philosophy. These changes profoundly altered that
society's systems of ontology and epistemology, uidnlateb resulting in "an
opposition between mrithos and logo<, henceforth seen as separate and
contrasting tem~s"(204). Marcel Detienne suggests t h s radcai shift is
appuent already within a life-span of FIomer, in Hesiodlc poetry, where
rnzitl~oscomes to s i p * 'tale', 'fiction', 'be' (Creution oj-iVi_ho/op~l,
47-5 l),
and R,Iircea Eliade affirms thls sluft from the sixth celltun;:
froin the time of Senophanes (L.. 565-470), the Greeks steadily contiilued
to empty mztbo~-of all religious and metaphysical value. Contrasted both
with logos and, later, with lli~fotiu,~ 9 t hcame
~ ~ -in the end to denote 'what
1-2)
canilot really exist'. (Eliade, Agfb and Rc~~/i,p,

Alartb~,L ~ I ~ U
d'iiemts,
L I ~ E12. In the Introdustio~lto thts book, Gregory N a g calls
~z~ithos,
"the speech-act of poetry itself," xi.

t 381
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Fur -i~istotle,writing in the hurt11 centun B.C.E., pij0oa has become

one of a taxonomy of tecilrical terns in literary cri5cism. He defines
n~it/)osas "the arrangement of the incidents" - that is, the plot (I'oefiL~,

81450r).'~Finally, at the end of the Hellenic era, we see Plutarch stating
it his duty to ''purify myth (n12fho.r)by rnalcing it subnit it to reason (logor)
(Tllese~ds,i: 1-2j. Tllis is of course all well-known territory. If some critics
dspute the precise detds of the semantic slifts, it is orily over the
manner and timing of the metamorphoses, not to deny the changes izi
fact occurred. In any case, it is not necessary to stipulate exactly where,
when or in\vl~ose(extant) \vr.tings this opposition lirst developed, but to
be mindful of the fissure between earlier and subsequent uses of each.
word.
With the rise and dominance of R ~ m a nculture, Greek was gradually
fiunw of literate Europe. Latin terms and
supplanted by Latin as the 61g11u
names replaced their Greei; counterparts in the language of sc11ol:~rsbip
and philosophy. The cognate term for the Greek nltifhos became in Latin
jzbulil, and its mearing was f m l y in the mode employed by the rational-

ists, as sometlung opposed to logos. Cicero definesfub~dkrin De invetltiowe as
"that which is neither true nor palpable,"21 and elsewhere he uses the
term to dscuss the creation stories of Ouranos, IGonos and ~ e u sIn. ~ ~
the fourth century C.E. Augustine makes the cognate connesion between

20

It is this d e f ~ t i o r (a1.d
i
its matrix of classifications) ~vhichin the bvet~tiethcentury
inspired Northrop Fq-e's designation of myth as a lit era^ mode (Anatomt of'Cnii~.ism).
21

rc

Fabula est in qua nec iTerarnec veli similes res continmtur." Cicero goes on to
defixle A~J-to&as an account of 'actual cccurrences', and urgmentm as a fictitious
narrative, whch 'might nevertheless have occurred'. Cicero, De it~~~et~tione,
1: $19; 27.

De ttat~~r~~
cleontm, I:: $634. Cicero prefers an allc'gorical readrng to explain away these
'u~lcouth'fab~daaz~dtheir literal accounts of castration of the father by the son: "These
impious tales are merely the picturesque disguise of a sophsticated scientific theory.
'Ihose \vho m\-ented them felt that the high, athereal and fieq namxe of the Sky-God
[Ouranos] should have no use for those parts of the body which require intercourse
with another to beget a child."
22

the terms clear, saying '?fab/n is what the Greeks c d e d n11i.50~."'~Macrobius, writing at the same time as Augustine in a Commentary on Cicero's
own Dream oSSlipio, seeks to dissect fables, casting out the dfficult,
fabulous elements, and keeping only the rontent and language that is
'seernlj~'.But whereas Cicero had been prepared to concede a possible
allegorical r d c e in fables, Macrobius agrees with Plato that mostji?l?u/a.
are unfit material for the consideration ofphjl9s~pilcrs.
In a meta-cornnlentary on Macrobius' S~jbzo,written during the
theological and phdosophical renaissance in twelfth century Europe,
W7&am of Conches returns to the classical esthetics and values of Norace
and Cicero, but re-interprets them with a Christian ztiology. LVilliam
discusses texts such as the castration of Ouranos accordng to a 'fruit of
the earth' theme, and sees parallels between Bacchanalian rituals and the
eucharistic feast. "Tlis is the truth of this sort of fable," he says: Hiiilis
fubzde

/,21'

est ve~tds.iVfiam sees fabda as an "integunzt~~t~~m,"
a 'covering' of

i?ke inner truth

thar may be expressed by fabuiistic narratives. I-Ie suggests

thar fables have structures of meaning, but that the true, hidden meaning
in such stories is only open to the wise. The logic of tlis is plain: to
maintain a hierarchy based on knowledge as power. But there is a more
urgent need too, to keep the dangerous truths of such st~rieswithn the
safe-keeping of the Church. Abelard put it this \&rayin De do~frirlar.;llrist~z~~u
(11: §\'I,

7): "As Augustine testifies, 'the hidden meanings are covered lest

they be debased'." But the meze fact chat \'Cidham is sopiisticatecl and
sincere enough to recognize and 2.ckno\vleclge common themes and
structures between Greek mvths and the more fabulous stories of the
Chnstian Bible, is evidence of the maturing outlook of medzval Chnstian
exegesis. Peter Dronke argues that for i7GiiUiani of Conches, "jfbfitIu can be
a way of conceahlg truth, but it can also be a way cf apprehending truth"
(Fubr$Li~,55) .

"Augustine, De ~i:~ituteciei

(vi: 5). "-ifahuLs e ~ l i mmythicon

est, quoiuain p 6 0 o ~Grece fabula dicitur."

kenus theoiogiz] dictum
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And so it is at this stage in the hstory of critical rhouglx, in the later

&fiddleAges ~vllenthe Cl~ristianChurch is at its most confident and when
western scholars are begnning to rediscover the Greek pldosophers in
their own right rather than through the veil of the Roman expositors, that
'nlyth' could again claim its specid nature of linkkg truth with fiction, the
ratiol~alwith the irrational. It is not necessarily surprising :o see this .UI the
work of a Christian theologan. \Ye need only consider tile opening to the
Gospel according to Jolrn to see that- the Cl~risuanlogos is far more

co~nplesthan a mere philosoplzical antonym for m~ithocit seeks to unify
botl~.~.'Nevertl~eless,a pldc~sophicalposition like that of WJAarn of
Co~lchesis the exception ratl~erthan the sude in t l ~ ewestern European
tradtion, where the p r e v d n g trend is not one of reconciling opposites,
but of ideas and theories in combat. Looking retrospectively from the law
twentieth century, Veyne identifies an "eternal sh-c~gglebenveen superstition and reason, dating from the earliest times to the days of Volcaire and
Kenan." Certainly by the time of the Enlightenment, rational pMosophj7
has become characterized by the osrenvhc!~mingvalorization of Reason.

ICant's works amtd;: Jenlonstrate this, as does the English name for tlie
period: the Age of Reason. I: is curious then, that in the following generations, a new word enters the English language: 'mytl~'.

*
'Mythologj7' is an old word, in constant use in English. Bu: as s single,
basic icxeme, without prefixes or suffixes, 'myth' has existed in Englisil

Bi~;liotlay
on1.y since the early nineteenth century. ''l~c 0:qor.d Etg/i;~~h
attests the compound form 'mythology' since the fourteen hundreds,
meaning 'the exposition or interpretation of fables'. Other derived forms
such as mythologize, mythologist and mythological appear regularly from
the sixteen hundreds. In 1781 we find mythology used to denote the
'body of myths' of a culture (L/.., Gibbon's De~i'irzemzd FLI/L),and about t41e
24

john: I: 1. "In the beginning alas t l ~ e\Xord, and the Word was wlth God and the
X'ord was Cod." The Greek original has 'logo/; the Latin T7u1gatehas 'verOzitn'.

same time the use of '8ytbos' as a borrowing from Latin where we would
previously have expected fable. The first recorded use of 'myth' itself
occurs in the IF'c~~fnzitzsterRevifw in 1830, with the following decade
onwards evidencing a cloudburst of usages. An alternative orthography
'mythe', championed on etymological gromds, attracted little support.'"
The Continent parallelled the English experience. In German, mythus,
mythux and nzythe became equally excepted variants in the nineteenth
century. In French, ngfbohgie had been in use since the fourteenth century,
and nythe itself is h s t attested in 1818. with increasing instsnces in the
followving decades.26 Clearly, the rise of tlis word sipfies not just a
change in frequency o i use, but a change in

I I ~ u a~ change
~ ,

in under-

standing of the subject.
T h s new usage is also denotative of a substantial epistemological
shift, manifested in the grotving analytical focus both withn the academy
and among extra-mural scholars.''

Not surprisi~~gly,
in their stu&es on

the novel subject of 'myth", a number of scholars turned to Sokrates, and
the discourse with Phadros on the nature of nlllyfbu~g:vmeizu.George Grote,

in h s influential Hisrorjl g-Gree~a(1846-56). quotes the passzge to yoke the
authority of Sokrates to his own belief in the "uselessness of digging for
a supposed basis of trutfi" in the myths of the Greeks. Grote allows no
room for Euhemerist hte-flying. I-Ie sees the mythic fables as remote and
unconiiected to the glories of rational Greek culture, and would dismiss
the accounts of monsters, gods, incest and p2rricide as "a past whch was
never present" - and hence, for the hstorian, not relevant for consider-

O n the histo17- of the word 'm!-tl~' see the (>.$m/ E,gL.rll Dictiolra~generally, and
Raymond Wiliams, Kfyw0rd.r.
2 6 t~frotinaire
~ ..
Alpllabitique et A/za/ogiqtle de h L a t g ~ eFrangaise. Ed. Paul Robert. Paris:
Sociiti du Xouveau Littri, 1959; vol. 11': 722.
27 CL Hayden \T;hite7s ibletabisfc~,
\vllere he charts tlte changes in nineteenth-century
European lustoriograpliy.
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hias Miiller on the other hand, a pldologist at Oxford Urzlrrersity,
uses Sokrates for colnpletely different purposes. Me begns his groundbrealung smdv 'Comparative hIvtholog$ (1856) with an extended quotation of the passage from the Phcpdi'os, adding a gloss to the effect that
Sokrates' arguments completely undernline those ratiorlalists who mould
explairi t~ytholcgome~~a
as simply metaphorical or allegorical narratives.
However, Muller's tactic is mainly to disagree with Grore's cl,3lln that
there is no reason, logic or worth at all in the myths in question.
Miiller was a Sanskrit scholar, working in the field of comparative

philology - that is, establishing the relationships between ancient aild
modern languages, and mapping these in a 1Gstorical evolution

cf

the

Indo-European farmly of languages. In t l ~ emid-nineteenth cectury comparative phdolog~iwas concerned lnostlv wit11 etymology a i d phonetics,
such as proving Grirnm's Law of consonantal change and tracing the
various Vowel Shifts. But scholars also observed important structural
differences benveen ancient and modern languages. Tllese Ifferences
centred on the lack of abstract temls in proto Indo-European languages
@~incipallySanskrit), and the need to employ metaphor for coxlcepts that
lacked specific lesemes.

In the subsequent theory of 'comparati~iemythology', the mystery of
the Greek myths thus becomes clear. Accordtrrg to hluller, the dlyan
myths (whch sun~itrein Greek hterature) were originally phrases and
simple clauses esplaining aixtl-act concepts. And so he suggests that,
"\%%ere we speak of tile sun following the dawn, the ancient poets could
only speak and think of the sun loving and embracing the dawn" ('Comparative A,fythologyJ,82). Borroning an arresting metaphor from medical
science, hliiller described mythology as a "dtsease of la~lguage"- as
lai~guagcbecame Inore sopl-~isticated,the residual linguistic structures

mutated into mythic ndrratixves:
Whenever any word that was at first used metaphorically, is used ~ i t h o u t
a clear conception of the steps that led from its original to its metaphorical

meaning, there is a danger of mythology; whenever those steps are forgotten and artificial steps put in their places, we have mythologj~,<orif I ma j
say sc, we have diseased language. (Le'ful-es, 375)
But the '&sease7 met stern resistance. hfany of hiuller's etymological
hypotheses were far too speculative and overly reductive. Daphne (dawn)
Phmbos Apollo (sun), Selene (moon) and Endynrion (sunset) were rampant protagonists in h s readmgs, and every Greek fable appeared t o be a
tellinp of the 'Solar myth'. This is an example of what might be ternled
the 'cornparativist fallacy': stand back far enough and everything looks
related, everythmg looks the same. Needless to say, as a universal theory
of mythic origns comparative mythology ran true to Genette's formula,
and soon imploded amid a hail of mockery and parody.28
Plato may l ~ a v ebeen amused to see Sokrates' dscourse used in this
fashion; Sokrates himself would presumably have rejected the narrowness
o f Miiller's theory. Nevertheless, hIder's work retains some important
legacies: firstly, as perhaps the earliest comprehensive 'theory' of myth in
the modern era, but mainly for drawing the nexus between language and
thought, and in understanding myth as a 'type of speech'. For kfiiller,
then:
hl~rchologyis inei~itable;it is natural, it is an inherent necessity of language,
if we recognize language as the outward fozm of thought; it is in fact the
dark sl~sdowmhlc11 language casts on thought and wluch will never vanish
as long as speech and thought do not fully coincide. ('Philosophy of
rnptholo~',353)

:n statements like these, hee of t l ~ eexcesses of his over-developed
etymological hypotheses, Miiller comes closer to a plausible theory of

2X AIiiiler's greatest handicap was the support received from less-gifted disciples.
Lacking Nuller's pllilological training, G.W. Cos prosecuted comparative mythology
by analogy, conc!udmg that a!: inyths concern the sun. Such hypotl~eseswere larnpooned h 'The Osford solar myth' by Rev. R.F. Littledale ("dedicated, without
permission, to the Rev. G.Wr.Cox, hI.,.i."), which parodtes Aliiller's analyses by making
the theorist himself the subject of a solar myth. Appended in ;\fuller, Compurutive
ilQfhoiogy, sssi-dvii.
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myth and langusge than hrs nlanv detractors would allow, It is fascinating
to see how, a century h e r , &fiche1de Certeau sees s d a r links between
myth and language: "ililyth esists because, though history, language is
confronted with its origins" (fk7tifitgo f f r l i ~ ~ f o47').
y,
Towards tl!e -n_dof the nineteenth centun; the pMologica1 school of
comparative mythologjr was dsplaced by the newer sciellce of ethnology,
particularljr as practised by the English School of X:1thropology of E.B.
Tylor, and especialiy Aricfrew Lang. In his many books and articles it was
Lang who was most instrumental in demofishing Miiller's etyrnologlcal
he ethnologsts in fact had greater cl-

to the qualifier

'comparati.c~e',since their work compassed far more than Indo-European
myth literature, extenlng to accounts of religious and ritual obselvance
in 'primitive' cdmres world-wide. ;llittle bit of Iroquois, ~nixedwit11 a
dash of Bushmen, leavened wit11 a heady tonic of Aranda, dl made for an
explosion in primary material, and opened up all sorts of theoretical
tangents.

'The single most important s i p f i e r in all the work of the late
nineteenth-century ethnologists is the desig?ladon of their subjects as
'sax-ages,' and the rationalization of' myth as the product of the savage
thought of lower races. Lang employs the t e r n assiduously, going so far
as to detine 'the savage' - needless to say, in total opposition to himself

(ibs~~h,
Ri~rlzicJatdRe/<qioti, I: 33). For Lang and his contemporaAes ancient
Greek culture is of course the quintessence of civilization, the cradle of
all that is beautiful and good in contemporary society. So when Lang is
forced to observe that in places "the mythology of the civhzed races
agrees with the actual practicai belief of savages," he explains it by
asserting that, "the irrational element in Greek myth [is] derived (lvhetl~er

edition of the E~~q~./o,badiu
3niu11,1i~zi
(vol. X\'iI,
The entry for >Iyd~olo& ic the
1884) is writte:~by Lai~g,\v110 orgarlizes his essay primarily as an attack on Sluller's
then still irlfluential theories. In the article I,atlg defules mjrtholog specifically as
"legends of cliamogony."

by inheritance or borrowing) from an ascertained condttion of savage
fancy" (ikQlth, Rztt~aland Re/&ioroll, I: 83). The possibility that mythopeisis
continues in the thought of the 'civihzed races' is totally anathema; in the
eyes of Lang, Tylor, Robertson-Smith et aL, the rationiil mind of a civilized
Greek, let alone a post-Enlightenment European, was too sophisticated
to practise mythic tllinking. This position is not just patronizing,
intellectual snobbery, however. It is motivated as much by cultural and
racial chauvirism. As Ed~vardSaid observes, at the turn of the twentieth
century the field of comparative literature was "epistemologically organized as a sort ctf herarchy, with Europe and its Latin Christian literature
a: its centre and top" (C~ltzfream' In~e~iali.r?~z,
52).
T h s can be seen in sharp relief in James Frazer's monumental, twelve
volume The Gulden Bo~gh(1890-191 5), a book which captured the
intellecmd Zeitgeist and became far and away the most influential
account of its mind. In The Golden Botigh, Frazer offered the 'dying god' as
a universal image, a monornyth for all humanity - the hng is dead, long
live the king. The king of the wood gains his crown by killing his
predecessor, only to in turn lose his laurels (and life) to another ambitious
fugitive. Frazer argued the case for vegetation rituals as a protean source
of 1iteral-yand cultural inspiration. At the heart of his theory was the cycle
of seasons: "the melancholy gloom and decay of Autumn" yieldnlg to
"the freshness, the brightness, and the verdure of Spring"30 -life, death,
and rebirth. T h s pagan structure proved nlarvellously popular. The Golde~z
Buzgh sold counrless copies in single and multi-volumed edttions, and the
trace of its iofluence can be read throughout much of western literature
of the early twentieth cenm-y.
Frazer's declared aim was "to explain the remarkable rule which
regulated the succession to the priesthood of Diana at Xricia." Me traced

Jarnes Frazer. The Golrie,~~ o u & ,'Demeter and Persephoiie'. NB: Because of the
plethora of ediuoils of Frazer (and abridgements), I cite the chapter name rather than
I
~ , 11wiber.
e
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l<s muse through Turner's pairrting of The Goidtz Bough co Vergd's Erzeid
and early Greek xnytl~ography.Then he opened lis canvas to con~parative
ethnology and found echoes of hls hypotl~esisin British f i e festivals,
Aztec eucharistic feasts, and cenval Austr:.iian initiation rites. Frazer proceeds to fall heacilong into the comparativis~fallacv. EIis thesis about the
golden bough becomes so speculative as to seem vJbsical, and l i s trawvl
througl? world vegetative rites exemplifies the inherent hubris of uriversaiism. As John lclillbank says ('Stories of sacrifice', 24), F.razerYsproject
.dtinlatelp reduces to "s kind of neo-pagan scieiltific theurgy." Yet the
insistence on the centrality of vegetation ur-mytlls in I~umanconsciousness retains somz relevancy. Even if the seasons vary in f ~ r m
according
to degrees of latitude from the equator, the season cycle is constant and

immanent. It reinforces s i ~ d a patterns
r
of day and night, the menstrual
cycle, the waxing and 'vaning of the moon. Life is born out of death, the
Phoenix rises from the ashes of its predecessor. Inevitably, these
smctures of the natilral world have infoirned or have been dsplaced into
the h a g n a t i o n of the social world (we shall see below ilow thrs metaphor
grafts onto the birth of nations). The schema of regeneration is repeated,
inverted, metapho~ized,aliegorized; in other words, mythologized.
With the scope of hls enormous range of comparative data, Frazer
was quite capable of identifjulg s d a r i t i e s between Christian and savage
religion. H e delicately points out that, "the Christian and heathen festivals
of the &vine death and resurrection [are] soleintlized at the same season
and in the same places" - the winter solstice and the vernal equinox and suggests that the coincidences are "too numerous to be accidental"
('Oriental religions in tile West'). But Fsazer will not countenance any
notion that civhzed culture is the province of anything other than western European society:
The revival of Roman law, of tlae Axisrotelian philosophy, of ancient art
and literanire at the close of the hiiddle Ages, marked the return of Ezirope
to native ideals of life and conduct, to saner, man!ier views of the world.

The lotlg halt in the march of cirrllisation was over. The tide of'orienral invasion had nrned at last. Ir is ebbing sull. ('Oriental religions in the West')

\Ye can discern then in Fsazer the same sort of c d m d imperialism \vlich
Said analyzes so subtly in Orierzta/isn~.The benign veneer of British
disinterest in Frazer's scholarslzip reveals a belly soiled 114th senophobia;
a11 a n s i e ~of Europeans to prove to /henise/~~e.s
that they have left behind
the practices of the savage, the primitive, the oriental. Vernant note3 in
the work of Frazer and h s colleagues a detrrmimtion to establish a
'.creritable gulf between two types of mentality, European and savage
('The reasor, of myth', 228). So whde the great scholar is mobilizing
examples from the four corners of the globe, he is at the same time carefully anchoring his thesis to received cultural genealogy: namely, that
England is the undsputed inheritor of classical culture and letters, and as
such the most advanced socieq on earth. \Vhat Frazer suppresses in this
genealogy is the possibhty of 'savage' tendencies obtaining sail in modern
Bdtish society:
If any of iny readers set out avitll the notion that all races of men think and
act much in the same way as educated Englishmen, the evidei~ceof

superstitious belief and custom collected in this work should suffice to
disabuse him of so erroneous a prepossession. ('Succession to the soul')
Whether or not one concurs with this statement, it appears to undermine
much of the comparative analpsls that Frazer has amassed to support l-us

, people are human, but some
thesis. It betrays a comparativist ansiety: U
people are more human than others. It is the same sor: of hierarchy
which posited the concept of the Noble Savage, and rz~tivatedracial
policies in twentieth-century South Africa and i4ustra,lia. As Laurence
Coupe saps (itbth,23-4), "though Frazer's ostensible interest is mythographic not mpthopaeic, lis very condescension towards the evidence he
mobilizes betrays the myth at work: derived from the Enlightenment, it

is the story of progress ria rationality." Here is Plutarcb again, dsgiised
but stlli at work ~uri5iingmyth by submitting it to reason. Tne vital point
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of h s is that Frazer's system is essentidy static; it merely describe; a g ~ d f
of difference, but offers no program for tlle ascent of 'prin-i+ve cdtures'.
In the same manner, wMe Lucien L&-y-l3rulzl opposed Frazer as being
unsympathetic to primitive dinking, 1us own notion of "mystical pxrticlpaGon', whch valorized the anti-rational, ~lon-positivistmentality of the
'primitive mind', ultirwdtely onlv increases the perceived separation
behveen modern and pre-literate societies.
The final volume of Frazer's monumental work was published in
1915, at the vely moment when 'educated Englishmen', and with tliein

Germans, French, Austrians, Russians, Italians and of course Australians,
were proving just how uncisrilized they could be. Is it a coincidence that
this greatest barbarity is possible at a time when Europeans had convinced themselves of their total superiority - in terms of intellect, art,
science, culture - to other races? Or is it because they had so blinded
themselves to their owil baser proclivities, that they would not, could not,
see the evidence in themselves of tlzose tlui~gsthey so despised in
'sax-ages' and 'lower races'? Tlis phenomenon, the barbarity of civilization, is the type of paradox naturally associated will1 myth.
'The I2eliefin the superio~inrof European cu.itu.rewas, at the time, to

all intents universal amongst its constituents. It was the logical colisequence of culnu-a1policies that assumed the truth of the Enlightentnent;
nlan lud conquered superstition tlxough the understanding and application of Reason. It is thls co~nplacencpabout the trajectory of pMosop11ic d tthougllt that drives one of Nietzsche's early works, The Bin% oj'Tragedy
(1812).31 Myth had become credible only by means of scholarship,
tl~roughinterrneds'ary ab~tr~~ctions:
Man today, stripped of myth, stands famished among all lus pasts and must
dig frantically for roots.. .What does our great listorical hunger signify if

31 The Birth oj' Tragelb was Nietzsche's first book, written under the influence of
\Y7agner's acmeist culh~ralphilosophy. Nietzsche later disowned parts of the book, aild
appended !';in attempt at self-criticism" to the test to expiate some of its deficiencies.

not tlie loss of m!-th, of a mytlic home, of a mytlic womb? (Birfhof l - i q e i ~ ~ ,
933)

Nietzsche saw the relentless march of Socratic rationalism as leadng to
the "extermination of myth." Yec when he states that "only a horizon
defined by rnytlls completes and defines a whole cultural movement"
($23), the iifluence of LVagner is clear -as indeed are the cultural consequences of this ideologicd trajectoiy that were later manifested in Gerrnany under Nazism. Nietzsche was cerraidy prescient of the wedge being
driven behveen reasor! and myth, and ri$it to criticize it. But h s cry that
"the age of Sokratic man is over" (520) is simply polemical. His corrective
swings tile pendulum from one side to the other, but fiiils to find a
balanced mechum.
Notwithstanding T;lietzscheysargument, the civilized structures of
western democracies remained a veritaC!* reification of the logos. Among
philosophers of myth 2nd mythology the Manichean opposition between

Myth and Reason continued unnbated. Jewett and Lawrence call it the
' h y t h of mythiessness" (rime?i~an
:l/lorzo??iyth, 250). Coupe sees it promoiing a belief thatj "humariity has successfulljy transcended the need for
mytilical forms of thought" (hi.f_yth,13). We &n see it in dramatic relief in
the words of LVilhelm Nestle

iri

1940, who states categorically and un-

ec:uivocally that Myth and Reason are antithetical:
My~hosand Logos - by tilrse we describe the two poles benveen which
human spiritual life ;wings. hlytliical imagining and logical thought awe
opposites. (F?~nz
A~!)ltho~to L ~ J O1)S ,
The x-eqr title of Nestle's book expresses the ideological narrative of
evolutionary progr,ssion with a logic that will hear nu dissent. It was this
prevailing attitude at the beginning of the twentieth cenhlqr which
enabied the Great LVar to become the horror it so quickly developed into.
It is impossible still to understand the atrocilv of the slaughter, just as at
the time it was jzcompreliensible to those involved - and so it was able
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to continue. And it was among this phdosophical structure that Cliarles
Beall grew up, and which influenced the development of his social and
moral ideas; which \dbe discussed in more d e t d in the follo.wing
chapters.
14s the nventieth century grew older there were new kno\vledges, new
methodologies, and these looked at myth in different ways. For example,
rnytl~features in both Freud's and Jung7s

It is especially

sipficailt in the work of Northrop Frye, whose theory combines psychological terms such as 'c3isplacement7 and 'archetype' with Aristotelian
~y
(1957) that "myth is dsplaced
poetics. Fqre's thesis in A l ~ f o n @-Crifi~isiy/z

into literanxre" influenced a whole generation of literan critics. hfuch of
t h s is dismissed by, .John Vickers as the bad old 'arm-chair anthropology',
which he ascribes to Frazcr, Freud,Jurig, Waxison and thei: descendants:
e . ~ prefers
~
the work of Durld~eim,
Raglan, Graves, Frye, ~ ~ a dVickers
Boas. and especially Bronislaw Malinowski, who on the basis of much
fieldivork, developed the theory of myth as a 'f'unccion' of society (Argoizuti

s $'the IY'esterrr

1'u~;Ji~;
1922). X11 these -Myth Rtual, Functionalism,

Frazer 2nd hlaLqo\vski -will

be considertd in more detail it1 the fol!ow-

i t ~ gchapter in analj~zinghow these val-ious theoiies of myth translate into
the Anzac paradig~n.
Perhaps the most persuasive reassessment of the place of myth in
society in the t-ventieth century came from ~trucr~~ralism,
as exemplified

by the work of Clavde Livi-Strauss and lioland Barthes. Livi-Strauss
combined the methodology of empirical fieldwork with the epistemology
of structural finguistics (St17&~r,r/d,?iffbropo/qgl,1958). Myths exist as a

Not all of Freud's ideas were revolutionary. Gamzatl~Obeyesekere cri&kzes Freud's
"preposterous idea that natives thmk Lkz children," suggesting tiiiat it emerges not fcom
the l,o$c of psychoana~ytica~
theory, but from Freud's European Inheritance of the
prelogical savage. (Obeyesekere, Apotheosis ofCaptaitz Cook, 16).
31

Tkkers, Tolvclrd~~
Greek Trajenj; quoted in West, JQth mid iV9olo4,4

means for societies to reconcile coatrsdictories, to accounr for the
irraaonal. They deal with fundamental issues of human existence -birth,
death, marriage, food, and so on. L&i-Strauss allows a greater degree of
sophsdcadon to non-European thinking, arguing contrary to L&?r-Bml~l,
that 'savage thought' operatcs nor via mere affectivity, but through real
undersrandng (Savage Milrti, 268). (At the same time however, LkviStrauss' objects of study remained non-European societies, and his
inquiry persistetltly suggests an 'Us-Them' mode.)
The myrhopeic agent in Livi-Strauss' system is not a poet or priest,
not litlpistic mutation nor lost history; rather it is society itself that
generates myths out of a need to explain its own paradoxes and contracbcticlns. Fears and anxieties are displaced into myths, \vilere at the level
of the unconscious a society can resolve issues that ~tcannot deal with on
the rationai plane. 'Ihs is especially so with traumatic issues such as grief,
or potentially dnvisive issues such as cultural identity.
Lkvi-Strauss makes narrative both obhque and central to h s theory
of myth. Instead of trying to identifj the true, authoritative version of a
myth from mul.t;ple and conficting versions, Lk~i-Straussinsists that a
myth consists of all its variants: "Structural analysis eliminates the problem of the quest for the tune version, or the earliest version'' ('Structural
study of myth', 92). If myth has meaning, he says, it is to be found not
in its isolated elements, but in the combination of all tl~oseelements.
Repetiti~nis important then, its function being "to make the stmcture of
the myth apparent" (105). Bjr including all variants of a given myth, he
discounts h e value of an individual telling, of a narrative. But by focussing on story -rather than ritual, function, or language on its own - he
makes 'narrative' itself the carrier of myths: "[A myth's] substance does
not lie in its style, its o r i p a l muslc, its syntax, but in the story it tells" (86).
Narrauve in this sense is very deCferentfrom the narrow, literary
concept that was being dissected at the same time by Frye and the neoXdstoteleans. It is closer to Roland Barthes' use of narrative in h0tbologie.r

(19571, because of the h k s through structural linguistics, Barthus' ephemeral essays irli$tlJO/~giPS are too idicsyncratic and sporadic to constitute

a general tl~eoryof myth; likewise his casual iroitic tone is symptomatic
of tbe newspaper geare of the original pieces. But in the essay titled 'Mytli
today' appended to the book pubbcation of rbe articles, B:~rrl~es
dow
sketch orit scjme radical thougl~tson myth and conte:npamry society.
Barthes' starat~gproposition is ihat "myth is a type of specch"' ('Myth
today', 109). T h i s is cotlsisteqr with cyrr-!<~gy:
he says, and wc h a w seen
earlier this is so. As a type of speech t'lsn, myth can be nnalyaed in

grammaticd terms as morp~ology,syntas or mood; it can bc read ;as
dtalogue, narrative or imperative. Specifically, Barthes states that 'Ynytjt
is depoliticized speech" (142). Myth is depoliti~i~ed
because it empties itself
of historical reality, it is reduced to a simplicity of essences. (This is s h a r
to Ayerbach's observation hM i t ~ i ethat
~ i ~ the actual course of history mi~s
contradictorily and cotlhsedly, but 'legend' simplifies its material into an
ordered narrative,)

LVe can estend tlis idea to say that myth is not qolitical, beca~ise
myth is ridckd with politics. On the other hand, it is depol;ltical in that its
politics have been synthetically evacuated and smoothed over. This adage
makes immanent the mpthlc imperative in a comment by ]oh11 Woward:
"I have golden nJe on Anzac Day -E never talk about anytlkg that has
ally Grid of party political [associatiot~]"(3LO Radio, 25th Apr. 1999).
Howard is tlot being apolitical (which would rriearl saying n o h n g at all),
but he is bcing depolitical (and veq- chsingenuous) in pretending the-~e are
no pohtics in Anzac, and that he makes
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political capital frorri it. 'This

is where I-Ioward shows h s e l f far more astute a politician than, say, I3aul
ICeatir~g.Leadfig up tcr and during the 'Xustralia Remembers' lcacpaigl
for tlme fiftieth aniiversary of the end of World War 11, Iicating sought
to politicize Australia's rnhtary htstory, with numerous speeches about
the d t a r v defence of its shores and the 'betrayal' of Australia by [he

Churchill and the ~ ~ 3 r t s hfile
. ' ~brought to attention tile terrible ordeal of
Sandakan, he knelt and hssed the ground at ICokoda. The attempt to
reconfigure these narratives had little impact on the national mythology
-because it was too overtly a politicized ii~zrifho'. In contrast, Howard's

positioning of himself willlit1 the tradtional *Inzac ?l/lifhoshas been far
more successful - because he works with the Bow of the mvth, not
agunst it. Inevitably then, for Barthes myth is "on the Right." It about the
status quo and bourgeois ideology. There are myths on the Left, but these
are "artificial" and "clumsy" says Barthes - and the lieating esample
appears to bear t h s out
Aside from the arcane and technocratic regimen of semiology that
clrises l-is most dense work, Barthes' work 01.1 'myth today' contimes to
be cornpebg. The analyses or' French culture in hlyihologies demonstrate
that images, rituals and commodines in modern culrurr are capable of
bearing the same mythographlc load as ancient stones and rites. I-Iis work
gives the lie to the attitude that whatever mythic elements persist in
'modern' societies are either &salled into literature, petrified in archaic
religious or social ceremonies, or re-fabricated in new-age synthetic spiritualism. It dso demolishes the idea that myths always and only concern the
relaaons of 'gods and men' or explain the 'origms of things' (Eliade, n/fJfh
und Reahi). Barthes's studes are the first to consider myth in a purely

secular fashion, as part of a modern, secular society. How to r e c o p z e
ths, and how to h d the language to analyae it? Barthes' method is via

semiotics and semiology; another is through the composite f~rmulation
':nyth model' suggested by Gannath Obeyesekere, who coined the term
to advance his argument that myths do indeed remain veqr much part of
contemporary, western ci\-llization.

*

''

Many of Keathg's speeches are reproduced in A d r ~ ~ l rAtl~~rdlia.
~i~g
See also David
Day's volumes on --'ustralia's World War I1 histon-.
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Obeyesekere defines a 'mj-th model' as a parndignatic mycl1 which serves
as a model for mythmaking: "an underlying set of ideas (or cluster of
mythemes) employed in a variety of narrative b m s " (Apotheosis, 10). The
motivation for this term is to show that mythopmisis is "equally prolific"
in modern societies. Interesti?gly, &lax Muller had said much the same
thing: "there is mythology now as there was in the time of L-Iomer, only
we do not perceive it, because we ourselves live in the very shadow of it"
('Phdosophy of mythology', 353). Muller's argument concerns words, and
the mythopceic quahdes of language; Obeyesekere is talhng about the
social irnagu~irigof soplsticated cultures. 'The conclusion is nevertheless
s d a r : some form of myth persists in modern, 'civilized' societies.
Obeyesekere suggests tha: a 'myth model' is the form of a myth articulated in narrative genres according to the ideologes and technologes
apposite to the society at the time. =Is historical corlditions change, the
form of the myth model is modulated through prevaiiing genres; though

the narratives remain 'isomorphicywith previous manifestati~ns.~~
This
trajectory of isomorphic reinvention of mythemes obtains an obvious link
with the notion that a myth is the sum of all its tellings. \Fie can also see
parallels between Obeyesekere's 'models' and Lki-Strauss's arglument
thar mythical thought mzkes use of "the remains and debris of events,
fosshzed evidence of the hstory of an individual or a society" (Suvqe

Mid,22 ).36
In admitting such connexions Obeyesekere delibersteiy invokes the
structural linguistics that inforins L&-i-Strauss's theories. I-Ie claims that
myth models operate not jnst at the level of deep structure -

"SIyth

models can, and often do, appear as surface structures; they exist on the

Here Obeyesekere seems almost to be paraphrasing Bartl~es'notion that people use
myths according to their needs, and so nlg-tl~icalo5jects can be 'left dormant' for
petlods, I ~ u also
t
re;ippear (SI!.th today', 134).

j
'

It is 111 this passage that LPvi-Strauss enunr:>.. s his notion of rnptbcal thought as
bri(.v/ug?.

level of content" (l 1). This is both a convenient and a dangerous move.
Convenient because it maps easily into the uipartite narratological
structures (fabula/story/text) advanced bv theorists such as Bal and Genette; and dangerous because it brings to bear on the idea of myth models
the suspicions cf tlle whole post-stn~cmralistcritique of Livi-Strauss
@articularly Derrida and Ricczur). Yet while Lkvi-Strauss's structural
anthropology always already betrays its logocentrism in its quest for the
origms of myths, myth models look not to origjns, but to traces, ar,d the
tests of those traces. There is no need, and no attempt, to recover the
implicit mythic deep structure; there is rather an engagement with the
manifold and differing manifestations of identifiable isomorphic 'models'
at the surface level of test.
For exampie, in a colloquy debate with ,Ilpdas-Julien Greimas, Paul
Riceur questions the logic whereby structuralist narratology stipulates
that the deep structurej2i?1~la
is transfomed inro a surface structure text.
Ricceur susests than rather than being a one-way, linear progression (as
implied in uansformati'ire grammar), the relationship between deep and
surface structures is a dialectic, in whch each reflects the other. kcaeur
even s u s e s t s that "the deep structure reflects the surface and not the
contraqr," by w h c h he implicitly subverting the idea of levels altogether
(Greirnas & Riceur, 'On narrativity', 552-4). Greimas responds by reiteradng the importance of structural levels in narrative (an abstract deep, and
a col~cretesurface), and identifjGng the surface level of text as an 'anthropomorylic level' where language makes changes to the deep structure.
Individuals are the ones who fabricate discourse, says Greimas, and they
do so by "using narrative structures that already exist" ('On narrativity',

555).
T h s is essentially a debate between semiotics and phenomenology,
but we can see that Ohe~:ese1~ereys
myth models neatly sidesteps the
problem by doing both these things. 'To the syntagrnatic and paradigmatic
axes of these theories, a t h d axis is added, that of chronology. By
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hstoricizing tilt process of transformation, myth models demonstrate
firstly how modern societies fabricate narratives by re-ordering the
fabulas of pre-existing myths (Greirnas), but also how over tine t h s very
process causes the fabda to be seen in different ways through the lens of
their new surface mal~ifestations,thus establishing a dialectic @cu.ilr).
Narrative transformation remains a useful concept then; particularly in a
which illustrates the role of ideology
theory like RIieke Bal's (~'Vra~~utolo~~,

h the fe'x-f.V'e shall see how tlis applies
in the articulation of theJ k b ~ ~into
to Anzac in the followirlg chapter.
Obeyesekere it1txoduc:es the idea of myth models in The r4..0theo~i~
OJ'
Cqt~faitiCbok: E~~rvpem
t~g~thnzaki~g
it1 LAC Pu(..ifi~:
&Then this book appeared

in 1992 it immedately became a Liazfse cdibr-e in anthropologv. It is first and
foremost an attack on traditional accounts that the Hawaiians considered
Cook an actilal embohnent of their 'god' Lono. Specifically, the book
engages with the anthropologist Marshall Sahlins, the foremost champio~l
of this position. As such it is but one more hjrpothesis in a series whtch
wresdes interpretations, and scholarly reputations, over Cook's long dead
body.3' Accordu~gto Obeyesekere:
The reception that Cook received when he landed on Icealakekua Bay on
Sunday 17th Janaary 1779, has been interpreted by every biographer and
historian of Cook as one accorded to a god. (Apotheo.ri~',49)

It is not dsputed that Captain Ccok's nvo week visit to Hawai'i coincided
with the great thanksgiving festival of Lono. Nor that Cook was called
'Lono' by the local population, and fkted in the manner of a great chief.
Yet when he returned to the island a few days later (for repairs to the &.Folz~fiorl),Cook was murdered on the beach. After thls, the debates begin.

For a brief account, see Greg Dening, 'Somethmg of a Cook's tour', in Re~di,g~,/
U:'rititgs, 120-32. \Y?ith characteristic candour and xit D e ~ i n gobserves that, "Blood
academics has all the 'Deep Play' of a Balinese cockfight.. .
sport among !igh-rolli~~g
and becomes a publishiilg event" (130).
37

Obeyesekere is a Sri Lankan anthropologst wor!~:lg in 14merica, and
his critique comes out of a new moment in post-colonial anthropology.

He summarizes h s arresting thesis thus: "The myth of Cook as the god
Lono is fundamentally based on che Western idea of the redoubtable
European who is a god to savage peoples" (177). Obeyesekere identifies
Columbus and especially Cortez a? others who e-qemplifj tlsis paradgm
of apotheosis. Three basic tenets emerge from Obeyesekere's argument:
Europeans believe themselves to be rational people, who do not beheve in
n~ytl~ological
stories.
Europeans believe 'savages' to be rational people, who do believc in
rnythologcal st~ries.
Europeans believe that sa\ ages, encountering something they do not
understand, espiain it tl~roughmythopaeic imagining: Cook i~.the god
Idono.
Obeyesekere is clearly following ro logical extension the theories of tlie
:ineteenth-century ethnologists, that savages employ mythrcal thought to
explain anythng they cannot fully comprehend. His argument is that
Etuopeans, by contrast, have convinced themselves they do not believe
in mythology, and consequently do not recognize when they practise it
themselves. In this case, the Europeans want to believe that the savages
consider them to be gods, and interpret events to satisfy t h s belief.
Obeyesekere argues, however, that it is the Europeans who are fooled by
Cook's apparent deification, not the Hawaiians. It is the Europeans who
are dumbfounded wheil the natives want to kill their 'god', not the
Hawaiians, who, knoiving Cook to be a man, consciously murder h m .
Part of the rituals attending the festival of Lono involves the lahng
of the god, followed by the consequent reign of I<u. It is not surprising
theretore when Rfarshall Sahlins, in comparative mode, draws paranels
with Frazer's 'dying god' motif: "Two years running Cook made his
advent during the Tvlakahiki New Year festival of Lone., in the classic
Frazerian mode of the dying god" (Fii.rto?~~.at
illetaphors, 34) Sirmlarities
).
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can likewise be seen benveen the events 3f January/Februani 1799 and
the Passion o f Clwist, as Cook's epiphany is awaited, then celebrated by
~~
replied
the populace; followed by hls ritual m u r d e r / e ~ e c u t i o n .Sahlu~s

in y a i ~ ~ s t a dh ega d to Obeyesekere's book with l i s How 'iYa/iue.res'
Thihk:

irboni Cqtaik Cook, jbr ex~rnple(1995),)' cotnplaining, amongst other
thmgs, that thc Hawaiian people themselves had become hijacked t o the
debate, and aliegulg that in Obeyesekere's book they "appear on the st.age
as dupes of European ideology.'"
T h e argument now becornes one of perspective: \Xr'no is telling the
story, and to whom? This is a classic debate in narratology, to which
Mieke Bal has given the term ' f o c ~ z a t i o n ' .Bd takes up Obeyesekere's
ideas herselfin Do~~bie
E~posttres(1996), a book about cultural narra Jves.
She sees in the concept of myth models a way ofidentifjiing "underlying
combinations of ideas deployed in a variety of narrative fornls" (4). She
also higl&ghts the role of narrative in the production of myth models.
T h e absolute relevance of this to the generation of the Anzac myth can
be seen 111 the f~llowvingcomments by liobert Je~vettand John Lawrence
o n the construction of an America11 'na'iior~almytholog~r':
The lustorical experience of a nation provides nletaphors and stories whicl~
assume nlytlvc proportions in literature and art, so that the resultant myth
exercises a reciprocal pressure on suceeding generations. It shapes the
sense of reality and is itself reshaped by subsequent experience. Thus a
national mythology may come to exercise the sarne unconscious appeal as
the archetypal myths of which they are variants. (Amzri~unMono,:?yth,7140

The rraditiorlal interpretation of Cook becoming the god Louo 1;zars ar, uncanny
resemblallce to the classical ratiorlalisr~lof Euhemerus, who argued in his Hieru
Histov- literally, 'sacred re-writings') h i t Zeus was in fact a K~etara
At~agruphe(Su~~ed
(Imrnan) by birth, who went east and was declared a god.
39 Salliins' tidc invokes the

title of the English tranlsatio11of LCvy-Sruhl's How ATatiut.r

Thhk (L..e.,-ju/icitio~l~.
metzfh.dutz~,les so~YitPsit$Pn'e~~re~.,
1.910).

~ewettand Lawrence are here discussing :tichard Slotkin's arguments in Reg~~zerufion
Through I i'ole~ce:t/!e r n ~ ~ t l ~uj'
o lthe
o ~Ame,+ca/rjhntier, 1600- 1 860 (14-24). J eviett atld
Lawrence's 'raciants' are Obeyesekere's tnyth models.

CHAPI-ER O N E

The main advantage of Obeyesekere's approach is that it I-naves the
question of 'myth' from one of ontology and epistemology (for example,
how natives thnk), to one of narratology: that is, how clve teli stories. It
is easy ro see how mythemes can be inserted into narratives, and thus hcw

myth models can exist, disguised, in larger narrative fanns such as fiction,
klistory, biography, or even speeches. And it is h s unackno\vledged
existence \vhrch gives myth models their m y h c power. The next chapter
will consider the many ways that Anzac achieves this; how it can become

myth in the eyes of any beholder.

Making Anzac Myths

ANZ~~C
IS XI~-V\~Y
lands of myth at once. The combination of Gallipoh and
Anzac Day shulraneously traces the paradigms of a dozen separate myth
theories: ritual, functional, structural, regeneration, symbolic, rite of
passage, quest, sacrificial, and so on. But u&e

many myths, and although

debates continue as to the details, the lacding at Galhpcli is also documented as a 'hstorical event'. Eyewitness accounts exist from all sides
(concurring and conficting), and the battles' traces are attested in nunerous museological collections of artefacts. There are Official Histories and
personal memoirs by participants, even newsreel footage of the campaign.
Yet at t h s moment, as the last surviv~rsdie and the event passes from
spoken memory into written history, the mytlic possibilities of Anzac are
advancing ever more steadily; what used to be called 'legend' is mexorably
becormng 'myth'.
'The myth of Anzac is a myth for all seasons. Its inul~plemottfs and
narratives appeal across the whole spectrum of society. Its very plasticity
enables it to satisfj the tenets of any number of contradictory agendas
and belief$*At the same time, the sanctity of death that is at the heart of
a potent defence to almost any criticism. I want now
the myth_ .>nstit.~tes
to examine a number of elements of the iinzac myth in relation to various
theories of myth, in order to illustrate how closely rlnzac reproduces
aspects of these several theories. It should be stressed that I am not
attempting to harness the example of Anzac to prove any particular hypothesis, nor to evaluate or juxtapose competing ideas. I simply aim to
demonstrate how iinzac's polysenic identities can satisfy the prejuchces
and preconditions of a whole varien- of t!~coretical positions.

Ritual
The close relationship af n l ~ t hand ritual has given rise to two hypotheses, namdy: \T'hich comes first? (hat is, does one engender the other);
and Can the.. can occur independently? (that is, can a myth exist wirhout
a rite, or vice t~er~a).
Frazer's The Golden Bozgh shows how interlinked the
two ideas are, .svl ti h s theme of the repeating ritual of regicide at Nemi
whch constitutes the mytll of tlie golden bough. Frazer is usually considered together with Jane Harrison and her colleagues Gilbert Murray and

FM. Cornford, forming a group \~dlichbecame known as the 'Canlbridge
School' of Myth Ritualist? (Segal, TiJe h13/fh atzrl &fraui Theory). Harrison's
eshaustive studies of Greek rehgion led to the theory that myths are
simply the verbal correlates of rirual, and that ritrral is the starting point
for myth, not the other way around (Harrison, Thenzis).
The principal had first b e ~ narticulated bp the biblical scholar
Robertson Stnith who argued that "mvths are derived from rituals, not
rltuals from myths" (Lci'zues, 1894). S~nith'smaxim can be tested bp
applying it to the esanlplc of the Ir;,ucharisticFeast. As the centrepiece of
the Christian mass the Eucharist rituallj. commemorates the Last Supper
of Jesus with hts dsciples, and its liturgy spells out the "new covenant"
for the radcal new religion. The eucharistic feast clitn.dses in thc eaang of
the body of Chnst and drinking of I s blood. 'This ritual cannibalism is a
spectac~darnlix of symbolism and metaphor, and a powerful tool in the
theological macli11er.y of the Church. But does this ritual preced-. the
myth of Jesus's apotl~leosisand ascension, or does it proceed from a lieed
to ritualize and formalize a mcans of remembrance? Yes and no. 'The
essential factor is that the eucha~istis an appropriation and sophisticated
adaption of a prior rite, the Jewish F;tssorer feast or seder described in
Book

ot'Exodu~.The scder is in turn itself a ritual that may or may not

pre-date the 'mythical' event that it commemorates, tile plague that
'passes over' the Hebrews but U s all the first-born of Egypt. What
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biblical examples in particular illustrate is that narrative scripts repeat, atid
rituals evolve, and that these happen simultaneorlsly and co-dependently.
The same repetition and interrelation applies to Greek myths and
rituals. Harrison's work focusszs on myth, rite, narrative, and the paradox
of which comes first. It is a question of the primacy of thought, word or
deed. For Harrison it is unequivocally the deed, the ritual, that is the
o ~ i g n.lhe
. theory works well with the itmnedate souice material, but is
deflated by myths from cultures where no related ritual at all (let alone
prior) is apparent. Ultimately, the anteriority of myth versus ritual is a
specious argumenr; the real point is recognizing the symbiotic relationshp, for the most powerful and suggestive myths are those supported by
rituals which reify the message. Consider a g m the Christian Euchalist, or
the terrible, msjestic splendour that was Niirnberg under the ~ a z i s ? 'and
the potent combina don of myth and ritual is self-evident. Zeaviilg aside
the question of primacy, the theoretical 1.egacy of the Cambridge School
can be summed up in Edmund Leach's dictum that, "rnytln implies ritual,
ritua! implies mqth, they are one and the same" (I)oliti'(~/$stet;iz.r,63, n.1.).
Here again the cliastic rhetoric of myth is forcefdy expressed.
iyi'ith ilnzac, the rite and the narrative enjoy a robust sytierg. 'l'he
great a m ~ u diitual of the Anzac tnyth is Anzac Day. In terns of primacy
and the mr?yth/ritualist theory, it is a jirtiorr' the case tlrat here the ritllal
postdates the myth -h z a c simply did not exist before 25th April 1915.
It logically cannot be said then, that the ritual has generated the myth.
Nevertheless, the question of atiology becomes more problematic when
we consider Anzac Day from a structural perspective, as an example of
a nadolial commemorative parade. As a ritual form, parades of military
pride and national glory exist in eve17 society's cultural ilmemory.Einpire
Day had been concocted to celebrate such faotnotes of British history,
and the dominions'

artachnent to them. As a people brought up

See 111 parucular Le11Refe~~stahl's
Tn'tttt+h des Ili?//eru, a documentary of the 1934
Niirnberg rail! and all its il~eatricritual.

on Empire pomp and circumstance, Australians were ardently waiting for
an event to provide rlie domestic correlative for their own such ritual. It
can thus be argued that the model for Anzac Day is a pre-existing rite
sunply waimg for a relevant event-narrative to be attached to it. The fact
that Anzac Day celebrations contribute to the growth of the At~zactnyth
is axiomatic. It gives credence to Raglan's reformulation of tl-ie myth/ritual
thesis, in his proposition tflar a m.rlth is simply "a narrative associated with
a rite" ('hfyrh and ritual', 122). In other words, the Anzac mnyth provides
the narrative cloak for a latent, already existing con~men~oratirre
rite to
take shape within. Snch a hypothesis goes some way to explaining the
apparently 'spontaneous' response to the fii-st Anzac Day in 1926. As
%chard Ely notes, '"The f i s t celebration of the Day was not so much
invented, as almost effortlessl!r discovered" (CFirst Anzac Day', 58). The
first celebrants had little trouble finding just what to do and say, argues
Ely, for there were any number of established customs and tnodels to
- , and emulate.
conv

A more poiitical r c a b g of how the myth and ritual came to promninence is suggested by Eric Xtldrews. We notes that the first anniversary of
the larllng provided a wonderful public relations opportunity to thc war
parties in ilustraiia and Britain: "Typical of tlis PR mentality," writes
Andrews, "was the sedulous creation of the Anzac myth in both England

/IIiSio~,84).
and Australia for political and d t a r y pul-poses" (,/IN;~~LIIIAndrews singles out the ha\vkish Billy I Iughes who was in L,ondon at tlie
tltne, as bellefitting most from the organized anniversary. The Idondon
celebration was a triumph for I-lughcs. The IGng and Kitchener attended
a service at \T'estrmnster .ibbey, the i'iustralian troops ('but nor New

Zealanders) rriarched ail around town, and the press gave it wide coverage. The main purpose for hold~nga large cs!cbration sprang from a
propaganda incentive to fuel a recruiung drir-e; notling better than
trumpeting the glon- of heroic soldicrs to encourage more volunteers. In
tlus sense the parade is the gelm of the 'sedulous' campaign to ci-eate the

myth, in order to generate the reinforcements. This iirst cornmemoration
of Anzac Day thus becomes notling tliore than "an astute and cynical
propaganda exercise" (Charlton, Po@irw,66). Back in Australta, organizers
took their cue from the excitement of the London celebrations: when the
crowds turned out in their tens of thousands, the recruiting officers were
there to greet them, helping maintain strong enlistments u n d the end of
May 19 16 (OjkiialJIji~t'oy~
XI: 87 1).
Since the first anniversary, Anzac Day has evolved into a more regularized and formulaic event. It is practised in totvils and cities tl~roughout
Australia, and more and more at various battle sites around tile world
where llustralians have fought and died, especially at i-2nzac Cove itself.
In 1919 the inf-luenzaepidemic disrupted what would have been the first
peace-time celebration. For the next few years the anni~~ersary~
fell on a
week-day, and worhxlg men could not march. It was not u n d 1925 that
returned men wexe free to march at their leisure on a Saturday, and the
success of this march, coupled with intense lobbying from the RSL,
ensured that Anzac Day became a public holiday throughout the country.
Since then the veterans have marched every year except 1942,when issues
of national security kept crowds off the streets.
The growth in recent years of Gallipoli as a site of pilgrimage has
inirrored the increase in attenuon given to Anzac Day itself. Jn the 1960s
people became disenchanted with the rowdyness of old men vomiting in
the streets after too many toasts to mateslip and the Anzac spirit. In the
1970s the Qsillusionment with Vietnam made ally rdtaristic &splay
unfaslionable. 'T'he 80s eighties saw protests about the rape of women in
wartime, and the realization of the absence of Aborigines in a supposedly
r~ationaloccasion. But since the 1990s there has been no protest, no
disillusionnlent -this substantive change in the perception and reception
of Anzac d be addressed in detad in my Conclu&ng chapter.

I want to turn now to the various elements that constitute the ritual
i structure of the Day is in fact composed from
process of Anzac D a ~'The
a whole series ofindvidual rituals. Variauon exists across the countr]i, but

the main formal elements are the Dawn Senice, \%'rear11 Laying, hiarch,
and Assembly; there also may be the ruin issue, breakfast, pub session and
WO-up game. Pltlip IGdey and Lee Sackett both draw on anthropologists
Xrnold van Gennep and Vilitor TF~l;nerto describe how aspects of Anzac
Day reproduce classic rites of separation and r n o u n i u ~ gSackett,
~ ~ foUowing 'Turner, notes that pilgrimage borrows from ritual, but that likewise,
ritual involves the elements and structures of pilgrimage ('Marching into

the past', 20). At a physical level tlis involves rhe various sites on Anzac
Day: cenotaph or memorial, main street march, RSL club, hotel. At a
metaphysical level, it offers the participants access to the trans formative
experience of the war. As Lawrence Hatab observes, through ritual
identification the performer Ir~ronzesthe hero of the mytlic narr2tive (M_th
aizd L?hi/osop~$,32).

Parallel to t h s is the incredible growth in Gallipoli itsefi as a site of
pilgrimage - from a couple of quizzical tourists noted by Ken Inglis iil
1965, to the fifteen thousand fervent witnesses accompanying Prime
hfillister EIoward in 2000. i-S~:3t7gthe backpacker generation there is
almost an unwrittell law tlzat, as Mushs

must visit Mecca once in their

lifetime, Australians should make the pilgrimage to ~ a l l i p c r l i .Inglis
~~
notes that since the late 1980s it has been common to refer to Gallipoli
441-2). It is telling that this phrase, often
as a "sacred site" (Sa~r.edl'/a~es,
dismissed as some sort of Aboriginal fabrication, has now bee;! appropriated by the nation to satisf~rthe need %r spiritual narrative.
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Gtley, 'Anzac Day ritual'; Sackett, 'Alarchi~~g
into the past'.
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at, .inzac/Gallipoli supplement published in the F7ee.kendAtlsttulia~~
(21122 Apr.
2001), Tail Kelly suggests that, "Gallipoli is now de cjgrdeur amotlg backpackers."

Another important aspect of the Anzac Day ritual is thz intoning and
reinforcing of the creed and myth. Take these examples from speeclles on
Anzac by John ~ o w a r d : ~ '
19/4/99
25/4/99

they folloived in a great Australian i d t a t y tradition
the greatest contribution to the freedom and way of life that we

will take with us into the new century has been made by those
who have fought for this country

21/4/00

of all the traditions and all of the things that we 11old dear as
Australisns, none is held more dearly than the Anzac tradition

25/4/00

daring and determination in the face of ovenvhelming odds

In these speeches E-Ioward tells stories of Sirnpson and the donkey, he
talks of the special character of the Austrahans that enabled hein to fight
on 'it1 the face of ovenvt-iehng odds'. Especially ha talks of tradtion. He
is careftd to avoid a belligerent posture or warlike tone, but he does dwell
on military glory and achevement. The repetition of these messages in

the context of the Anzac Day ritual, in concert with Bean's rubrics, serves
to inculcate a set of narratives whicli are sacred and sacrosanct, and can

never be denied or even debated. The official rituals and speeches only
ever allow publiclj sanctioned expressions of sacrifice and patriotism, and
have always silelized ziternative memories (Thotnsora, 'I%ssii~gshots',

203-4). As in niost Anzac corninemoration, the notion of an opponent
is absent in Howard's scenario. ?'here is dark night, there are overwhelm-

ing odds

- but no read$

identifiable enemy. This makes the whole

ilarrativt structure self-retlesive. The only enemy is doubt: doubt in
oneself. and doubt in the message. To give in, to be defeated bp doubt,
is thus to &believe the message.

*

Ho\\-iird'sspeeches are written by a circle of speeclivriters lie engages, and there arc
quotatiol~sfrom Bean in speeches prepared by different speechwriters. Tile speeches
are Howard's however -- as Don Watson said of Iceatiilg's speeches: "~vhoereris the
author of a speech, the give: of it is the owner" (Keating,Adva~z~itg
Awtrdi, svi).

Rites de passage
The phrase 'rite of passage' is frequenth employed to describe the esperience of Gallipoli and the War for its participants, as well as for the nation
as a whole. Just as it was an initiation for the young soldiers, coinciding
for many with their 'entry into manhood', so it is seen to mark the maturity of the adolescent nation; the soldiers vicaliously undergo the illidation
for the nation as a whole. 111all accounts tke rhetoric of 'coming of age'
is pervasive and inescapable. As Bean notes of the ccuntry in 1913 (VI:
1075): "Australia had never seen the trial that, despite cid.ized progress,

all humanity s d recogruzes -the test of a great war." Bean's statement
has the danger of reducing the war to some sort of exarmation (presumably invigilated by a select panel of European powers). But for those who
required and yearned for such assurances, Gallipoli provided the opportunity - to pass the test, to make the passage into adult nationhood.

'Rites of passage' scunds uilcan~lllylike some line from The Tempes&
there is something in its easy trochees that lends it the poetry and gravity
of centuries of ancestral use. The phrase was in fact coined by Arnold van
Gennep, in his 1907 Look on the antllropslogy of life's transitions, Les

R ~ / Pdes Pos.c~ge.Van Gennep describes how important events in hurrqr_
beings' sociai experience are governed by certain identifiable and comparable 'rites of passage'. I-lis tripartite taxonomy consists of rites of ~.$~uufion
(e.g., funerals), nio?ge (e.g., puberty, pregnancy, inif~ations),and ugr&ntiootl
(e.g., weddngs). "Changes of cotld~tiondo not occur without dsmrbing
the life of societv," says vat1 Gennep, "and it is the funcuon of rites of
passage to reduce their harmful effects" (13). By this he ackilowledges
that in the Gce of unknotvn experiences, it is esselltial to have a stable,
known structure to hold on to. And as comparativists were eager to
observe, rinlal processes the world over often have mu(-h in cornclon.
Leach stipulates that tlze g e ~ ~ e rcharacteristic
al
of rites of rnargnality
is &at "the initi2fe is kept physically apart from orrlmary people" (Cill/are
tai/d Cb~117?~~izi~zrfioi~,
77). TTanGennep names this conclidol1h ~ a l i i y(from
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the Latin h e n , threshold), and calls the other states p r e - h ~ a and
l postliminal. In the litninal state the initiate is 'contaminated with holiness'. The
lirninal zone itself is the 'field of ritual activity', a sacred area outside, or
beside, the material \-odd of the every day -immediately evocative of
the 'No-man's-land' between the trench h e s in the Great War. T h s idea
of lininal space also raises the question of geogsaphrcal location in the
function of Gallipoli as a rite of passage; not the historical poetics of the
Dardanelles, which will be addressed in later chapters, but rather the
itnportance of Gallipoli as a locus remoie from Australia. This &stance
and separation help frame Gallipoli as a ' k n a l zone' in van Gennep's
schema.
Rites of transition may have a three-part structure involving all three
of the rites identitied by van Gennep: firstly separation, then the rites of
initiation, followed by aggregation, a welcoming back into society. It is
easy to see how war provides the basic frame far such activity: there is a
rough correlation between the three rites and the process of solders
taking leave, t-lgilting in another place, and returning as heroes. Consider
how Leach describes the reintegration of initiates in 'savage' societies:
the special costume worn during the 'margfiial state' is removed...sacrifices
are repeated, food restrictions removed, shaven heads grow tlieir hair again,
etc. (Ctrlizrre ddnd Conmluni~zztion,
78)
\X7ith tlis list- of rc~novingspecial costumes, lifting food restsictions,

growing of hair, Leach mlght weU be describing the process of demobibzation. One of the great benefits of victory is the opportunity to celebrate
the return of soldiers, a process whch both laonours their aclzievements,
but also, by signalling an end to combat, helps to reincorporate them back
into norlnal society. 'The Vietnam experience is a painful reinirlder of

what can go wrong when the rites of aggregation are not perforn~ed.45
Proper aggregation also failed those soldiers who had been prisoners of
the Tapanese in LYTorld War 11; these men lived in a ter~lblesilence about
their experience, unable to share their memories wvlth relatives or the
wider community. ?11e economic exigency of trade with Japan swamped
the emotion, pride, and ritual needs of a traumatized minority. In
,4ustralia followi~~g
the Great War, there was mixed success in the public
perforn~anceof this necessary rite. Returned serviceman were recopzed
by society, and granted some special status for their ordeals. But there was
also resentment against Hughes's government, and con-plaints that the
compensation granted was insufficient (Clark, A his fog^ oj',4n.struliu7VI:
140-2). This is to be seen in the disquiet generated by the Old Guard, arid
depicted with disturbing perceptivity by D.1-I. Lawrence in Kurzproo.

The rituals of' r i t e dt pas.rqe persist in civilized societies in various
diluted and corrupted forms: religious confirnation and adult baptism;
bastard.tzation practices in tile armed forces and secret societies; sentimentalized images such as granting the 'key-to-the-door'. Cultic groups
and societies typically enforce rituals of an orotund and baroque nature
upon their initiates. And so although 'civilized' cultures no longer practise

concrete ceremonies of initiation -- for esample, ktocking out teeth,
mudation -they retain the image of initiation as a metaphorized or stylized process, together with concomitant ritual practices.46

ere perhaps

is ~vlierethe insistence by Ik~y-BrnU,Cassirer and others on a distinction
For many rerurning \'ietnam veterans, the lack of ackno\vlelet-lgementby society for
their service left tl~einin the ' h a 1 state', still operating under the rules appropriate
to the rite of xnargnality - where violence is championed, and life is not sacred.
Whatever else one may t l d of the a n R c ~ ~ h oit, is a vivid statement of $us condition.
Tlle solher coutinues to behave as the i~litiate'conta~ninatedby holiness': wearing the
uniform of the altered state, and performing tlze actions, i.e., lulling. It is :l simplistic
rendering, but powerful.

1t is pertinent to note that whereas male circuncisiorn at puberty was cornrnotlly a11
essential clement of the ~.ited e p a ~ ~ akj t o adulthood, in Je\vis!i culture infant rnale
circutncisjon beconles a mark of' esternal cultural, rather tllan merely internal social
identity.
46
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between primitive and civilized thougllt has some credence: the 'savage'
subject does not distinguisl~between the symbol and the svmbolized,
seeing the h - o rather in a synecdochic relationshp, whereas the 'ci\ilizcci'
subject objectifies and distances the material from the symbol via
metaphor and allegory. Nevertheless, this presumes much that cannot be
proved about the putative 'savage mind'. It also assumes cultures to be
homogeneous, and rather too neatly divides societies and modes of conception into exclusive oppositions, when in fact they are complimentary:
that is, new ways of t h k i n g and imagining do not so much replace
previous modes, as add a further one. Societies do not change by simply
substituting one form for another, but they combine forms and become
more complex. In any case, the apparent difference does not discount the
persistence of mytkc grammar in the cultural narratives of modern
societies; it simply evidences a variant syntax.
Much of the work carried out by lyestem ethnologists, anthropologists and sociologists in the early modern period looked to Australian
Aborigines f-br source data, and this is true particularly

it1

accounts of

muanon. 'l'he work done by field researchers was eagerly taken up by the
armchair speciahsts and slotted into their paradigms. In the middle of the
hveiltieth cenrqr indigenous Australian practices were still jiel&ng much
material for theorists such as L&i-Saauss and writers like Joseph Campbell. The ir~tiadonrites of yourlg males from groups as geographcally
diverse as tile ilranda, hfur~lgin,Umnatjera, \Vonghi and others provided
easily identifiable rituals with clearly delineated roles for the participants.
Moreover, the rites centred on practices which seemed in stark contrast
t~ modern western social and cultural behaviour: adolescent rather than
infant circumcision, knocking out of mature teeth, strict separation of
sexes, enforced taboos, belief in magic, and so on. As we saw earlier, so
much of the critical and theoretical writing of t h s period is constructed
in CeriXs of calming the anxieties of civilized peoples that they have left
such 'primitive' behaviour and belief well behind them. If traces of sax-age

practices remain, they are explained merely as nostalgic metaphors of
earlier eras.
But the esampie of the 'rite of initiation' seems onlv to confirm what
Obeyesekere says about myth ~ilodelspresenril~glnythic structures in
modern societies. The whole process of the Great War, and of Gallipoli
in particular, was appropriated by the Australian people as a rite of induction for ~ 5 nation
e
into the world community. As Marilyn Lalie obscnres,
there is sometimes confusion over which life-cycle tnetapllor to use bisth or maturity - but there is always a sense of crossing a threshold
('Mission impossible7,3 1 0 j . ~From
~ the very beginning of the husrralian
involvement newspapers spoke

such phrases as 'RAPTISAIOF FIRE'. ,Ss

Geoffrey Blainey puts it, "the landing at Gallipoli was seen as 2 glorious
entry onto the world stage. l'he nation.. .had conle of age" (ShorterHiftup,

155). Later, noting that Australia became one of the original forw-tsvo
members of the League of Nations, Blainey repeats this script, stating
"The war had made Australia a nation" (160). Is t h s merely a figure of
social espericncc, or a metaphor for transfornzative experience?
'The p e a t irony of this narrative is that the initiation is cntirelp in the
eye of the beholder. Imperial rhetoric pedalled in Despatches and censored neivspapcr reports during the war celebrated the aclie~rctnentsof
the h h t nation?* Such encouragement as perfectly appropriate to the
requirements of war-time propaganda and f i e d morale, even if it
l~appenednot nearly as often nor as fulsomely as Beail and others would
have liked. But inflationary sentirneilts counted for less whcn the
uniforms and mess-kits were packed away. Politically, fmancially, and culturally, the nation remained largely infant, strongly bonded to the British
Empire in a s u b o r h a t e f&al relationship. This was made apparent at the

" 7Icunphrey LlcQueell appropriates one of

these metaphors to lis contrary view that,
"Gallipoli proved to be a still-birth7'(Gullpoli to Permu, 5).
;?.ndre\c-S,A N ~Iilc~ioli;
U L , and \T'ilhams, ASz-!(.S,the i14ediu and the G m f i5"k

The s t o 9 oj'the sto? oj'I1tzyy~

Versdes Peace Conftrrellce where, notwithstandu~gAustraha's independent mernbershp of the League of Nations and Billy FIughes's indgnant
representations, the necessity for Australia's presence was questioned.
There was 110 flourishing of any new-found national spirit 01identity in
the 1920s as there had been in art and literature in the 1890s. The Great
Depression proved again how financially dependent the coulltqr was on
British capital. In 1939, a generation after G a p o l i , Prime Mhister Robert
Menzies demonstrated precisely the measure of Australian independence
with hls nationally broadcast statement that because Biitain was at war

with Germany, Australia was also at war. The greatest piece of wartime
propaganda, Bean's Afz;lzc Book, has the British Union flag proudly einblazoiled on its cover. This is the paradox: the saga of Gallipoli emphasizes
the bonds with Britain. The Anzacs fought at the behest of Britain, they
fought for IGng and Empire. LVithout other models and narratives, this
ersatz initiation keeps Llustraliaan 'alwaj~sforever' adolescent nation. Subsequent attempts to re-read Galhpoli as a nascent site of Republicanism
protest too much the anti-British outbursts of the few, compared to the
Imperial sympathies of the many. Any who doubt this need only read
Bean's assessment of the campaign, published years after the war:
Neither among the troops nor among the people was there a moment's
doubt as to their attitude towards the British Governmei~tand people. It
was one of loyal partnership in an enterprise, and of complete trust. (11:
910)

As the years go by, however, the anti-British inflexions of the tale
seem to grow. Recent examples of this recent trend are Gammage's The
Broken I7ear.r, \Y7111ramson and Weir's Gak'/$oli, and the TV mini-series
L 4 t i ; a ~Gammage's
~

perspective is best capmred in hls caustic commen c

that as hundreds of Anzacs were being slaughtered at The Nek, the
British could be seen at Suvla "making tea" (Broken Yem, 75). Tile same
event provides the vehicle for harnessing the bitterest anti-3ritish feelings
in the hltn Ga/@o!i. hhrcll is made in the 6 h ' s clunax of the stubborn alld

slrperior Col. Robinson, who with clipped accent ;I i monocle, orders tile
L\ustralians at The Nek to proceed with a doo~: h1 attack, despite the
appahng losses. T h s character is delibera~elyc* st?:t~ctcdso as to be
interpreted as a Brittsh officer - an a t t i ~ ~ dcor
e ymed bv the book of
the film, wlllch captions a still of the scene a:.
Gibson) hands the written decision of the B n

,flows: "Frank (Mel
i

Cumza?ld to hiajor

Barion (Bill Hunter), which wkdl affect the fate c the entire repnent"

(GalI$oli, 153; emphasis added). Few who see tr iidm realize that Col.
Robitrson represents the historical E p r e of Col. 1.

.c

officer from Picton, N.S.W. (see Ojj~r'aIHi~ltol-

-7:

A n d , an Ab~~~fra/ialz
617-8)). \Yeir allcl

\X7IllIamsonwould no doubt rationalize their deci i o n as siniply artisric
licence to personalize a more general sentiment. .at even if thcre were
pockets of anti-Britisli feeling axr.iong the A.I.F. at the utne, the %-n~
is
false in its revisionist agenda of rewriting the Anzac narrative solely in
these terms. The same can be said for Les Murray's The Boj~' who Stole !he
T;tmeral($4), where I<es.il~Forbutt learns his father's theory about the
aitd C ~ ? ~ I Ibrit
U ~j;Sbfi~g
I J J , Erig/ar~/:/ lhfi.r the ~.e~r-ef
qAnzacs: "'l(l/lirzg 'fiirk~.

the

~ ; ~ T J J I

/$JI', yOA
l ktl01#."

Perhaps the seminal test of this trajectory is Seymour's 7 3 e 0 ~ D(y
e

oj'the lTeur,in which the jroung I-Iughic identifies the real erlenly 111 the
Gallipoli narrative:
t11c British, Dad, the bloody Poms. 'T'f ri;y pushed those men up those cliffs,
that April morning, knowing, b ; N ~ \ ~ r ~it~ was
c ; sutcide. (Act 11, Scerlc 3)

Like \Yreir and \YrIllIanlson's faus Bntish officei, Hugllie's image of 'Potns'
prodding the , l i ~ ~ a 'up
c s those cliffs' is a wilful misprision of the historical record. But it serves the purpose to re-align the protagollists in the
'inzac narrative, and redefine the esperiencc.

\Yre can see how this re-readmg of the Anzac myth xvcrks in narrative
terms, t11rough Greimas' theory of ./ic.tilr~t'.~~
In his semiotic framework
of narrauve hermeneutics, Greimas posits a matrix of six 'actants' in
binary pairs: Subject/Object, SenderjReceivzr, I-lelper/Opponent. This
reductive yet flexible model overcomes the &ctatorship of character in
narrative: any given actailt can be manifested in discovxse by several characters (or 'actors'), just as a single actor may constitute a spilcretism of
several act ant^.^^ ' l k s system is necessdy generaiizing, and importantly,
actants may be abstract concepts as much as human characters.

At f i s t instance a reading of Gallipoli sees Australia as the Subjecr,
Turkey as the Opponent, al:d Britain as the Helper. The Sender of the
narrative may be termed duty, and the Object honour; the Receiver in tlis
case is the nation. But if we consider the Object of the narrative structure
to be Independence, then some reversals occur: Britain becomes the
Opponent, and Turkey is transformed into the Helper whlch enables the
Australian nation to achieve its object. This interpretation helps explain
how Britain can be portrayed as the foe, while Turkey is an honourable
partncr in evc:lts. In an article discussing [he role of war ~nernonalsin the
Austxalda and the lJnited States, hlichael Rowlands makes a similar point:
is claimed by the nation in the acc ofremelnbra~lceis that it hi~ssacrificed its youtl~for a cause and the enemy who actually killed theis young
In a 'fortjda' Freudian sense, what has been
was merely its instru~~lent.
dene by enemies as an external and humiliating defeat to the nation is
symbolically invested and claimed instead to be an espiato~j:sacrifice by the
nation necessary for its omn sul-viva1.nndrenewal. ('hfemo~-y,
sacrifice and
the nation', 12)

"Greirnas, Stn~~tura/Je.munfi,202ff. T h ~ iss essentially a reworking of a similar tasonk g Fo/kta/e (1928).
omy of seven 'Splieres of Action' proposed by Propp in L 1 f o ~ ~ oojatl,e
50

,ee especialiy Greimas' essay 'Actants, actors, and figures' in ONilfeu~ling,106-120.
'This grammatall-gica! model is quite dffcrent from, sap, E.M. Forstcr's division
d ' 'flat' characters (r4~~e~%.i
ofthe Xove!, 46-54).
between ' r o ~ u ~and

Tests li.ke Gal'h$oli demonstrate a s h f t in the readtng of Anzac from
a sllnple initiatiorr to sonletfiing more complex and politically deternined.
Jewett and Lawrence argue that whereas the classical moi~o~nyrh
was
based on rites of initiation, the American monomyth derives from tales
of redemption (A7;rzeli;cmz~21011ong'th~
XX).The great 'Frontier h.fythYthat

drove the American imagination in the nineteenth century has clear corollaries to Van Gennep's

h i e 2

and the crossing of a th~eshold.~'
'I'he front-

ier myth provided a dastraction to America's pathologv of seeing itself
thrcugh Europe's eyes. But the rite of initiation and associated ideas are
the story of an irmnature protagonist. 'The greater narratives of American
self-identity develop from the Pilgrims of the Mayflower, the Civil War,
and the emerging role of the United States in world politics throughout
the twentieth century. These myth models generated an entireljr new
myth, that of America as the savic~uuof the world, who sacr-ifices its
inrloccnce for resporisibilit;,: zii4 independence.
The early reading of Gallipoli professes a rite of initiation into the
company of nations; but rhe secondaiyyariti-British reading is more akin
to a rite of ;e!lemption. 'The etymology of "redeem' is revealing here. It
comes via rhe French

re'di772er.

froin the I.,atin root e?ffet.e, to buy - and

hence means iiterallv to 'buy back'. So if the

~7%

tie

trnalge

'buy' one's

iniuacion and hence maturity, the rite of redemption 'buys back' one's
independence, and frees one of debt. The cost for initiation is merely
participation; rhe cost for redemption is sacriiice.
In the Christian ethos the concept of redemption is personified in
Jesus Cnrist, the Redeemer, who 'buys back' the sins of the world through
lzis self-sacrificiz~ldeath. This h e w covenant' of Chl-istianity is of course
a reconfiguring o f a coreslant made behveen God and Moses, \vllereby
God promises to deliver his people into the land of nvlk and honey, and
they offer the price of their sons: "All the hstborn of the sons thou shalt

-

51 Ilie contu:r~ing fi~schlatiot~
in ;iustralia. benreet: edge and centre is driven by sirnilar

anxieties. See Tace!., E&e c!ftl)r Sil~mi.
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redeem" (Authorized T'ersionj. The New English Bible makes the notion
of a transaction even Inore transparent: "'You shall buy back all the firstborn of your sons."'? In the Seymour-Gammage-i'cIilliamson tradtion
then, Australia redeems its independence by the sacrifice of its first born
sons to the god of the British Empire. In narrative terms, the I-lelper has
become the Opponent.

*
Ritual observance gives universal importance to the prerniire occasion or
experience (van Gennep, fite.r, 175 f.). The fult war that colonial troops
was the Boer War; for although the colltingents
fought in as ,4~1~-traIian.r
that departed for the Transvaal h 1 8 9 9 and 1900 went as representatives
of the individual colonies, Federation actually occurred during the course
of the war. As a war correspondent in South Africa, Andrew 'Banjo'
Paterson appealed to the new nation in 1901 to see its sacrificial parficipation in the Boer \KTaras sufficient initiation to the 'sistcrhood' of nations.
Paterson concluded his 'Song of the Federation' with a chonis of Nations
watchlng the Dead March of Australians already lost to war:
And the Nations, as the grim procession ended,
\X'l~ispcrecl,"Cliild! But ye have seen tile price we pay,
From War rnay we be ever defended,
h e e l ye down, new-rnade Sister -Let us
But ilustralia was not satisfied with the scale of its sacrifice, nor &d it
consider the price too large to pay to win the perceived glory.
Gallipoli was totally different to South Africa; firstly in scale, but also
in political consequence. Even though the m a p t u d e of the loss at GaUipoli represents only a small percentage of Australia's overall casualties in
the Great \Yar - soxnetlling like 8,000 deaths from a total of 60,000 -

of this covenant is underscored by its double te!hng 111 the Pentateuch, in both the De:~teronornist and Elolist streams (Exodm, srrr: 13; ?tssIIr:
20).
52 The itllportallce

j3 'Song

of the

alustraliansin action', Sor.y qjthe Pen, 11: 2.

it commands most of the attention. Obviously the irriporta;~ceof Galltpoli
derives largely from its being the first occasion of engagement. As such,
it is possible that wherever and however this had occurred, that battle
would tht-il have become the nation's iconographc rnoment. But perhaps
not. The kstorical poetics of the surroundings provided a uniquely epic
backdrop to the action. Moreover, bp &nt of the battle plan Xustraha was
attacking not in concert with the British a m y (who landed some mles
south at Cape Helles), but by irself (New Zealand is frequently, and
conveniently forgotten). Unlike the skimlishes in South Africa, or the
gargantuan battles on the Western Front, this battle was ,lustralin's alone.
Another consideration is more complex, that the invasion of Turkey
in many ways represents a reversal of the invasion of Australia in 1788;
which becomes more apparent when we consider the stnlctural implications of the Anzac myth.

Structuralism
The most important legacy of Livi-Strauss's study of myth 1s the
obsen~ationthat nlyths are characterized by a binary structure of opposing d u e s or ideas, and thus that myths act to reconcile col~tra&ctionsin
society. 'l3l1e Anzac myth is laden \$+h such contradictions; pre-enlinently
concerning death and life, but also innocence and experience, aggression
and compassion, and country and city. I want to exanlice a c-ouple of
these dyads, beginning with the opposition of country and city.
Raymond \Yrilliarns has desclibed the history and mcalls by whch the
pastoral and the urba~lhave been sjrnplified and crudely placed in
opposition to each o:her (The Confiftya~idthe City). 'The dichotomy was
well established in Australia b y the time of the Grcat War as thc rivalry
bemeet1 the City and Bush - with a capital 'B' as Henry Lawson insisted.
*

-

l l~eset-vo opposing ideas had their the representative characters, the

lar1il;Jn and the bushman, but it was the bushrnan who most captured the

national hnag.nadon, because of the rhetoric of dfference attached to the
figure. The Xustrhan bush was a unique landscape, very different froin
the Old Country, and its endemic product, the bushman, was unique too.
The extent to which this figure had any basis in reality is open to question, but the image was powerfully depicted in literature and the press,
especially the B~~lietitz.
In the years either side of Federation the bushman
was already a semi-mythologized figure with a janus identity; on one side
the comic, senimental character of Paterson's ballads, on the other the
pohticd activist fighting exploitation by Capital and Imperialism. The
most obvious contradiction in the bushrnan as a representative Australian
is that the image emerges from a period when Australia was perhaps the
most urbanized, or at least the most suburbanized, c o u n q in the \ ~ o r l d . ~ ~
From the time of the war onwards however, and especially in the
1920s, the image of Bushman was appropriated into the new legend of
the Digger. At a social level this was acted out across the nation in RSL
clubs and various secret societies. At a cultural level it was mirrored in the
pages of the B~~i/efill,
which from the beginning of the war shftd its richsal
politics for a ranting jingoism. The appropriati.011 is seen clearly in the
pages of the Oji~.iultdistog~,where Bean tkkes the individualism of the
bushman, but not his unionism, and turns him into the great Australian
soldier (dscussed further in Chapter Four). As part of all these processes,
the Bushman's radical nationalism was transformed into a consewati~~e
patriotism (Serle, 'Di'gger tradition', 156). Ultimately the digger has become an apolitical figure, retaining the bushman's rhetoric of dfference,
but lacking h s radicahsm. ,is Barthes says, myth is constituted by "a loss
of the hstorical quality of things" ('Myth todayy,142). The depoliticized
bushrnan is become the mythologized digger. 'file bushman remains as
a hazy, romanticized image, a heroic individual in an unhistorical

There is atly amount of critical literature on the Citl; and the Bush in ,iustralian
cultural ideiztity, and the legitimacy or otllenvise of the Bushmatl; L$, Ward, The
Au&ra!irrn h g e ~ dLY%ite, llluel~titgA i ~ s t r a h CarroU
;
(ed),I~~ttzders fhc B~!I.I-h.

landscape: "Abroad we have the Anzacs, at home we have Clancy. \SThat
could be simpler?" (Lohrey, 'Gallipoli', 30). 'This recalls Barthes' cvrntnent
that myth "could not care less about contradictions so long as it establishes a euphoric security" (l\,@tho/ogies,70).
One of the clearest examples of the Anzac myth expressing contradtcdons is the march on Anzac Day. Via its twin purposes of honouring
the s u n k ~ o r and
s commemorating of the dead, the march works through
a series of binary oppositions such as presence/absence, d t a n ~ f c i v i l i a n ,
victoryfdefeat, and of course, lifeldeatll. Tile march is perhaps unique
among such parades in that soldters march in civilian clothes, and according to unit but not rank. Importantly, there are no arms, no tanks or
rockets. This is not a d t a r y display, nor is it simply a pageant.55 ib John
Forbes observes in his poem 'Anzac Day' (Drmmged Glufizoz~4:
"The March
is proof we got one tlzing right, / informal struggling & more cheerful
than not."
Thns infonnalitv is first indcator of the tension between the d t a r y
and citdan signifiers that play across the meaning of Anzac. It is central
to thc ablltty of the myth simultaneously to speak in different xvays to
different groups. This dichotomy also indeses the paradox whereby the
military defeat of Gallipoli is reinterpreted as a spiritual victory, because
of its role in gal~anizingnational consciousness.
The marchers themselves, as sundvors, symbolize the defeat of war.

But the paradox is, as Binpon's 'Ode' intimates, that those that are left do
"grow old" -and hence the ranks grow thinner. The catharsis of marching thus brings its own creeping ansieties, that 'presence' will inevitably
yield to 'absence'. In crude terms, the reality is that without another major
war the march must eventually die of natrrral causes. But thus problem has

55 Despite the esche\~lingof pageantq, there are l~&sto be drawn behveen A-\rlzncDay

marches imd h e Sydney &larchGras, at the level of both ritual and social oornmut~itas.
The subhxirli~lcolnn~oisalitiesbetween the hi^ are subver:ed in Fiesta Carrera's Churrzsl
Kuowledy (Sydney: Fontanelle, 2001), in \hicl1 a Gallipoli veteran pays a young male
prostitute for ses 011 .ilszac Day. See Erntna Tom, 'Getting i: srrilight'.

been assuaged by desceiidants keen to keep the tradition alive, and bp an
RSL hierarchy recognizing what is best for the long term survival of the
Day. In 1983 the RSL therefore relaxed its opposition to non-service
personnel marching. And so now the children and grandchildren march,
with their ancestors' medals glowing with pride anew.56 It is no longer
simply "the old digger's day," as Alarl Seymour's iUf describes it. All t h s
moves the focus from a congregation of initiates to the wider national
community. It has changed the perception of the Day, and facilitated the
vicarious induction of the myth by follo\ving generations.
The problem that the KSL now faces is that the march is being seen
less as an event for "returned" personnel, and more as a national day,
indeed as a replacement for Australia DV. But thts is contrary to the
purpose of the march, as defined by its organizers:
T h e purpose of the Anzac Day march is t o enable Returned Sen~icesmen
and wolnen to re-form the ranks oftheir wartime units, and march t o the
Shrine o f Remelnbratlce as a inark of respect for their fallen comrades, and
in s o doing, revive t!re comradeship o f their wartime semice. 57

l l ~ e s words
e
make it plain that the march is not for the nation as a whole,
but specifically for returned men and women. The use of "returned" is
highly charged in t h s context. It creates a hierarchy between those who
can and can't march, escluduig civilians ukfd anned forces personnel who
have not served overseas.58(At the same time it reinforces the notion that

In 1983 the KSL allowed descendants of Great l i a r veterans to march in their
antecedent's place in their units. It is expected that the same privileges will soon be
granted to descendants of Second World War returned veterans.
Regulations and definitions differ slightly from s:ate to state; tlis is the wording
gven by the I'ictorian RSL.
5s The use of the adjective 'returned' to describe war veterans is unique to L%ustralia,
New Zealand and Caaada, but it was first used and is most prevalent in Australia,
where the earliest citation is 1902, referring to Boer War veterans (QED, 'returned',
2.b.; Arcstrdiar~Aiufional Dirtiowap, 530).

,jiustralia's d t a r y conflicts have all been overseas.) Yet as the wider
population take a greater interest in Anzac matters, the march is coming
under greater pressure to satisfy contradictory requirements from other
stakeholders. Despite tile RSl,'s defence of the rights ofretllrned s r ~ ~ ~ i c e men and women, it seems likely that as the proportion of botzafide
diggers diminishes, the resonances of the Day will continue to broaden.
As well as lzigldighting the ability of myth to contain sitYlultaneous

contradictions, structuralism emphasizes the function of repetition and
inversion in mythic natratives. Given that the most important event in the
modern history of Australia is the invasion by the colonizit~gBritish in
1788, m-e should look at possible colnparisons with the ,Allied invasion of
Turkey in I91 5. The parallels are immedately apparent in the epithet
"The fatal shore," which works equally well as the title of both Itobert
FIughes's account of the European settlement of Australia, and of 611ris
Master's I-%I~. Cotwers 1990 television documentary on the '75th Anliversary of the Gallipoli landtng. This is nu coincidence, for the second e17ent
is in manv ways an inversion of the first, as the table below suggests:

Europe Antipodes
Unwilling Convicts
S11ame
Defenders (Aboriginalsj decimated
-+

11usu:alia -+ Europc
Volunteers
Gloq
Defenders (Turks) lnakc new nation

1788 is logically the ultimate source for Xustraljatl nationhood, but
because it is bound with the narratives of convictism and genocide, it
remains too problematic a sigiifier. 'he

fact that so many of the topoi of

settlement/inrasion are displaced into 1915 therefore gives added
momentum to the mvthopueic qualities of Galhpoli. And because these
tvpoi are largely inverted in the repetition, the anxieties of Austr alian
o r i p s call be transferred into the Linzacmyth, but remain dsguised and
unthreateting in terms of their doinestic implications.

The story q'the J ~ O ~ J Iqjr~.liiryd~.
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Violence and sacrifice
c'L~ll
myths must have their roots in real acts of violence against real
victims," says lien6 Girard (The Si*@goirf,25). At h s t instance tlis seems
a gross ge::eralization, pet Gkard's thesis stands up well to scrutiny. The
notion thar myths centre on violence and order, Iias its own links both to
Freud's argument that human culture is rooted in violence, and to LkviStrauss's notion of myth existing to establish or maintain order in society.
In l.'iolen~.e atzd the Sc~m~d
Girard argues that violence irrupts when one
person. desires to copy another, but lacks the resources or status. T h s
mimetic desire results in 'impure' violence, which in turn demands
propitiation through 'pure' violence. U~ddieFrazer, Girard contends the
choice of victim is arbitrary: hence the sacrifice of the 'scapegoat', a
random victim killed for no reason other than the need to atone for the
initial crime. Girard posits the following typical schema: a stranger is
invited to a (11tuaI) feast, whch ends with h s lynching. 'The assassinated
stranger then undergoes apotheosis and becomes a god. The ancient
Hebrew myth is of course the predictive narrative model for the crucifixion of Christ. There are obvious homologies to the Edipus story; but we
can see that James Cook fits equally well into this script.
Girard's arbwments about violence in society have their most relevant
application to easily delimited subjects: isolated acts in small, defined
con~munities.In the infinite 'real world' it i s oftea harder to corltain the
lnotivations behind actions, especially when they have multiple subjects
and objects. At t h s level c?f detail &chard I<earney criticizes Girard for
reducing myth to "a purely ideological function of dssirnilation and
domination?' ('Myths and scapegoats', 13). Nevertheless, his tbcus on real
violencc as the origin of mvtlical narrarive is a constant reminder of the
ng
of most
rnythopmic role of death and sacrifice in the f o ~ n d ~ narratives
societies,
j:

In his essay Doturer /U

?11"or.f,Jacques

Derrida considers the idea of death as

a process of 'giving'. Tahng his cue horn Kierkegaard's discussio~lof the

story of ,%brahamand Isaac (Fearaad Ttrmbhg, III), Derrida suggests that
sacrifice constitutes a 'gift of death'. Exa~niringthe role of :he father,
,{braham, in particular, Derrida stresses that this 'gix~ing'generates an
ethics of duty and responsil?&t~r.In keeping secret from his son the
identity of the sacrifice for the burnt offering, "Sbraham betrays ethics"

(Donrzer /a nzort, 59). Derrida also makes the obvious point that death is
o d y a sacrifice when the victim is loved by the one \vho 'gives death' (64).
We do not sacrifiie what we hate, onlv what we value. This brings about
a paradox in ctlical responsibility:
Abraham must iassurne absol!;~eresponsibility for sacrificing his son by
sacrificillg ethics, but- in order for there to be a sacrifice, the ethical must
retain all its value; the love for his son rnust remain intact. (66)
These principles of duty and responsibilitjl are at the heart of the cwo
devastating couplets by IGpling and Hope on why fathers sei~dtheir sons
to be slaughtered in battle. 'They esetnplify the archetypal d e m r n a faced
in wartine, and the dubious solution force 1by duty or h o n o ~ ~whether
r;
to a god or to one's country.
Derrida notes how the sacrifice in the Akedah occurs on hloutlt
Mo~iah,a hsputed place in Jemsaleln claimed bp all t h e e tnonotheisms,
a place where fighung is endemic and ongoing. And thus, says Derrida,
"Isaac's sacrifice continues every day" (70). Xre can see then how violence
is there at the orig$n of a myth, and how it contir~r~es
to drive day-to-day
identity of competing societies, The violence that gellerates a myth does
not dissolve into narrative, it remains latent and threatening, This is
somethng that must be remembered in the ,Anzac myth: it is a myth born
In violence and death, in the betrayal of sons by fathers, and in the
ox-erthrowing of ethical 3 r d tnoral responsibiliq.

The word
Greirllas stresses that words thernsek-es have histories and tell stories:
<<

Lexemes are notorious for often appearing as condensations concealing

complex dscursive and na.rrative structures" (OHA I c ~ z ~ s148).
, We saw
earlier how h;fax Killer attempted to show that the Greek myths were a
product of linguistic mutation, and that their origins lay in narrativized
descriptions of natural phenomena. The lexical focus of Miiller's analyses
is inseparable from his main purpose of tracing Greek myths to protoAryan word roots, but the specifics of the process call apply also to mytlls
outside this tyarrow canon. It is cormnon, for instance, for myths to attach
special significance to names and words, tnostiy neologisms. rl* word
without apparent history is untainted by ally association other than the
one ascribed in the myth. Greimas and Muller are both interested in
words and inea~iing,thougli from very different theoretical and critical
positions. Yet they both illustrate how a single lexeme, a minimal unit of
vocabulary, can contain a whole narrative.
?'he word "Anzac" is of course firstly an acronym; indeed, it is
acknowledged as the first acronym to enter the English language as a
pe~rnanent

But as we 11ave seen, it quickly p i l e d wide usageyand

now enjoys almost mystical value. Newspaper edito~lalson early annivcrs.aries of the Landing extolled the power of the word:
A new dict1onat-y will need tc/ be complied after ;he Great War. For new
words are atnoilg the tlxilys that llave been born of this war. And the
greatpst of thein all is Anzac. It is a si~iallword, but it means much. It
rneans tile birth of a nation. (Qdt19L;2.10vzit~~
E-fernld,26th Apr., 1922)

Late in 1915, the

~ i d l l i f i e ~ . l eGz~al-diutl
r*
suggested

that the new federal

capital Canberra should be rer,amed ,Anzac, because of its 'Homeric ling'.

The idea gained some following, and was hopefully restatcd in the Sydney

See G.\x!. 'l'urner, The Etgli~~I,
hig~dqft?
it1 A ~ d ~ ~ f r c uird
~ l i ai"\reuj
, ~ Zcu/aud. 'The ~t-ord
'acronym' itsellis not recorded by the OED until 1943, chiefly i l s m Alrnericanisrn.
j9

Tn.~tb
(28th May 11916,8):"There is every indication that the Federal City
will be re-named Anzac." To protect 'Anzac' from abuse and unscrupu-

lous oppcrtunisrn, the unsi~nctioneduse of the word was quickly pro: . ~true
~ to d ~ quahties
e
of nlytil, the word
scribed by Act of ~ a r l i a r n e n ~But
is rich in paradoxes and coiltradlctions. For example, a number of early
uses attest to the 'deathless' quality of Anzac:
- There's at1 immortal name.

The deathless name of '.iinzac'.

- The deathless n a m e of 'Anzac' that thrills from pole t o pole.61

The Oavellian doublespeak at work in the combitlatioll 'deathless Atlzac'
is blatant and almost too awful - would the parents of a 'dead' Anzac
utter tlis phrase, one wonders? And yet conjurii~gthis paradox is not only
easy and inevitable, it is necessary to the process of transfornling a mere
event into something more

Atlother side of the word's polp-

valent character, and one that shows powerfully how a lnythic idea call
(must) coi~taincontradictory signification, is in its wholly 'profane' ernployment in the popular 'Anzac biscuits'.63 In recent times it has been
appropriated by the sporting lierarchy to add special sigtificarice to
football &games played on or near the 25th April each year. Such bathetic
use is characteristic of the sin;ultaneous paradoxes that myths contain
within themselves; a sacred, spiritual idea; a marketing tool; a biscuit.
60

L o person shali...withour the autllo~ihof the Governor-General or of a AIinister
of the State...:~ssiuneor use in colu~exion\ijtlit!l any trade, business, cahlg, or profession
1916.
the word 'Anzac' or any word resetllblsng tlie word ';illzac'. i24ai1. lI;.;?rP~~'~~utioti~,
A second Act followed after War: "Protection of the word '-\.lnzac' (1922)."

Poems 1fifte11 Austmliurr SoLdi-rs at the Fmtct. -\delaide: 19 18. Iluorz Tihes, 1 1 Oct.
1917,2/2. Both cited in tile Atrstru&utz A~atioriulDic.tiona!y; ;inzac, $ 5 .
Lloyd George's combination "the glorious d e a d is a far more felicitous phrase,
though stdl obi-iously an attempt to reco\-er sornetlling positix-e Eron1 the millions of
deaths.

62

63 The earliest recorded

use of'Linzacs' for biscuits is 1923, in I-I.\Yr.
Silaw's J'ix Eiw;dmi
7
.
T~~sted
&:~';Pes(9th ed .). AUJJ~I'LI~~LIII
XatiOiia/ Diiti~tiil~,
'-it~z.lc',

+E:
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Symbolism
In The I'hilosophy uj'$nzl?olil. .Fotr~~,r,
%st p~.~blished
111

ezrly 1920s, Ernst

Cassirer develops his analysis of 'mytlical consciousness' by contrasting
it wit11 the empirical or scientific consciousness of modern man. In
Cassirer's epistemology myth is the worldview of p~imitiresocieties, and
cannot CO-existwith the lVeItat1~~11uu~//zg
of modernity. Moderr, cultures are
able to objecti$ and distinguish reality from representation, he argues.
But just because they can, does not mean they do: and so Cassirer's
system is defeated by a simple syllogistic fallacy.
Following the advent and legacy of the Nazis, Cassirer was forced to
admit as much. In T ~Myth
B OJ'theStute he ackno\vledged that even in
advanced societies, people are susceptible to mythc suggestion. Symbols
can be harnessed by tlze state and put to service in inytlic applications for
political purposes. Having stared hard at Gel-nlan society in the 1930s and
40s, Cassirer flow says, "In mvths, the nation's past is dramatized in suc11
a way as to make the future apparent." And as Henry Tudor argues, this

phenomenon is not restricted to fascist or communist polities, because
nowl~eredo people act in an exc1usi:~ely rational manner (I'oliti~uln/fy%,
30). Hence Cassirer's realization that the modes of thought he h:~.dsought
to separate and oppose, in fact overlap. The ratiorlal and tlx irrational
persist together, and civilized societies are subordtnated to symbolic
forms.
At first instaixce, Anzac is a myth largely devoid of-fetishsizecl s v n ~ ~ o l s .
?

7

Iliere is no one particular image or sacred, talismanic object that acts as

3

universal symbol for the mpt.11; certainly not in manner of a crucifis, a

swastika or hasnnler and sickle, or a Confederate flag. It seems more a
myth of ideas, tllan things. But there are many little symbols that combine
to make Anzac a rich sea of iconograpluc imagery. There are collections
of artefacts in places k e the Australian War hluseum, and in display cases
in RSE clubs. There are the domestic shrines in people" houses, of
personal effects, medals, photographs, diaries, and so on. The plethora of

war menlonals in Australia commands attention as a collecti~*izedsymbol
of the nation's engagement with war and death.
'Simpson and the donkey' is perhaps the best Irtlown early example
of propagandzing the Xrlzac lllyth by symbolism. The story was told in
pamphlets and newspapers througllout 1915. Simpsorl gets a run in
Bean's first volume (I: 553-4), and bec2ne

it

staple from the war when

the story was anthologized in school readers. Every schoolclild grew ixp
knowing the legend of '-he man with the donkev'. Man and benst haale
r d c e been memorialized in bronze. No matter that the story was something of a furphy, a conflation of a number of narratives, arid that 1)~ivate
John Simpsorl IGrkpat~ickwas not the ideal soldier hero in real life that
he bccame in legend. He wasn't even Austrdan; but an Englishman who
deserted from the British Merchant Navy in 1910, and l:ud low in
Australia before enlisting under hls middle nalne (see Cochrane, J'inpsor~
aid the I ~ o I z ~ P _The
Y ) . story works 111 a number of ways, not least being ;be

coilw~enjcntparallels to rl~ehumble donkey and foal of la'1111 Sunday
gospel fame, gc.ncrated by the coincidental spatial poctics of the Middle
Eas: 'ocalt. The s~r~nbalism
of self-sacrifice was an essenaal iconogr;lphic
tool in the propaganda u7ar,anti

12

timely couiiter to some of the more

unsavoury, agqessi-ire images that had emerged from thc trairling sojourn
in Egypt.

Functionalism
'fie theory of myth as a 't'unction' of society was developed by Malinows h based on h s field researcllers in the Pacific in the early years of the
twentieth century. He concluded that myths codify beliefs, that they
replicate and validate soci;il structure. Myths flourish at times of change
and upheaval, for it is the function of myth to reinforce social cohesion
and be a catalyst for urlity, by presenting the traditional order in a codified

form that is agreeable and accessible from generation to generation. From
a functionalist perspective then, myths are inherently reacdonai-y.
hiahnowsh denlands that h e activities of a society are driven by the
needs of that society. From what we have seen about ,iustr&a's nerd fclr
justification and recogmtion on the world stage, this is entirely consistent
with the nation's desire to particip~tein the war, 2nd to celebrate t h s with
annual rituals. We can see t h s played in the extraordinary effort. put into
consvucting the 4000-odd war memorials that dot the national landscape.
IGil Inglis suggests that people were 'imoved' to erect monuments to the
men from their locality by "the convicuon that men~orialswere ritually
necessary" (Ja~~sdI'/a~.es,
108). Although he doesn't dlscuss it in ri~eoretica!
temls, Inglis here essentially states a functionalist positisn on the motivation t o construct the memorials; from the simple township obelisk, to
the monolithic capital monuments like Sydney's Anzac R.lemorial and
fuielhoume's Shrine of R.emc;nbrance.
It is not necessary here to canrTasthe full role of 'holy days' and 'redlctter' days in the annual caleildars of societies. They fulfil a variety of
futlctioris -- from ackno.ivledgilg astral movements, to offering thanks
for hanrests, to cornmernorating national events; and not the least beitlg
provitling rest days for workers. But w car1 analrze /Inzac and i l t l ~ a c
Day in terms of the f~inctionsof its constituent parts, to see what these
show about the socieq that annually performs the rituals.

A particular1j.lg i~otoliousaspect of Anzac Day is the afternoon 'b00Zt?
up' (there redly is no other description) which traditionaily followed the
services and the March. Drinking has retreated in prominence in the
parades of recent years, but it remains a quintessential feature of Anzac
narratives. 'n?e booze-up is a major focus of Seymour's play, and the
drunkenness of r e v e h g digers is a key criticism of the ',\nzac spirit' of
the period. TGtley specifically analyzes this aspect of the tnyth, questioning
if it is possible to recollde the 'rowdyness' with the funereal solem~lityof
the rest of the Day (',\nzac

Day ritual, 65). IGtley rejects the n o t i ~ nthat

the dntlkir1g is equivalent to an Irish wake, but rather seeks an esplanation
in Viktor Turner's sociolo~cdframework: "Emotiondy, nothing satisfies
as much as estraxragant or temporanlp permitted illicit beha~riour"
(Turner, liifc~a/~ ~ ~ ~ O165).
L V This
S S , is c e t - t d y part of the drunkenness, but
h e r e is also a degree of ritual catharsis in thc intoxication b r ~ u g h on
t by
excessive alcohol. L k e the citizens of Anderson's imagined communities,
the diggers drink both to remember and forget.
Turner's ideas of paradox and absurdiq as necessary relief from
stifhng regularity find strong paralleh in Bakhtin's discussion of rnedaval
carnival (ot in English, 'rnisxule?. \When Aakl~tinsays carilival is "consecrsted by tradtion," and marks "the suspension of all luerarclical rank,
privileges, norms, and prohibitions" (Kdbeinis, 5, 10), he could casily be
describing that aspect of Anzac Day where old dggers drink in the
streets, officers and ranlcs together, and where gatnes .;;f 'Itvc-up are
carried on in public places. Indeed, Sejrnlotlr's I-Iughie describes the afternoon drinking as "T11e wake and thcn the.. .binge. Carnival after Lent."
For Bakhrin the importance of carrival is that the contrary behaviour
1s hcensed only as a temporary suspension of normal nlle and order. But
is it a sophsticated social valve to maintain order at other times, or is

there some lastilig subversion in carnival? It is important to remember
t h t Ba!ihtinYsdscussion of carnival is part of lis study of parody in the
work of Rabelais; c a r ~ l i ~is~ 3a lmilieu in \vlicli gfficial authority and social
values are imrerted, distorted and parodied. But the 'sacred' is not parodied, so much as elided or bypassed. 'l'his is the same as the rowdyness of
the afternoon booze-up; lams against gambling and public drunkenness
are flouted, and parody Inay play its part - with jokes mocking stuf$
British or the strange customs of enernies/foreigners - but Anzac itself
is never to be parodied or mocked. Such behaviour would no doubt be
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labelled 'un-Llustr&an' by viglant

Today of course the booze-

s p no longer occurs, due largely to the age of the veterans, and Anzac
Day has become more of a ' f a d y ' day characterized oniy bv sanctity and
reverence - thts is discussed in more detail in the find chapter. It is
worth remembering that one hundred years ago, the soldiers returlied
from the Boes TS7arwere so drunk that many could not even stand to
participate in the victory march for the relief of Mafeking (Clark, V: 17.5).
The question remains, then, whether if another war 'swelled the ranks' of
veterans, would these younger Anzacs find reasotl and meaning in the
public booze-up once more? Quite possibly.
Apart from Anzac Day itself, the topos of 'rejection of authority' is
also found in the 'larrihn spirit' which is often considered a central
component of the A.I.F.'s self-identity (Inglis, 'Anzac tradition'). Whether
or not one subscribes to this view, it is difficult to establish if thts attitude
is peculiar to Anzac, or if it is sirnply a manifestation of those characterislegend'. "iiccordmg to
tics that liussell Ward ide~ltifiedas the 'L4ustralia~~
the myth," wrote Ward, "the typical iiustrahan is.. .a fiercely independent
person who hates officiousness and authority, especiallv whet1 these
qualities are embodied in ~ d t a r yofficers and policemen"

(A~~.fi~~lidt~

Legetzd> 1-2). LVard is far more concerned with the convict, the goldthan
~ he is
dgger, the bushman, and the rahcal nationalist of the 1 8 9 0 ~
with the Anzac digger. Tlis brings us back to the idea that Bean's Xtlzac

-and Bean's is the most intluential model -is simply a direct translation from a n earlier mould.

*
Modern Australia has alwavs been a secular countiy. There never has
been a close relationship between the state and organized religion. Even
tl~oughChristianity has for the most part been the religion of a large

sanctig in the iconography of ;iilzac is msil-~llustrated1 3 a character m
Rai-~dolpl~
Stow's The .\lrq'p-)al~ndill flje Sea (1 12), \v110 labels the riodon uf burrullg
Reinern1)rance Day popples "a blaspheinous idea, anu-Anzac."
(''
'l'his

proportion of die population, it has always k eel1 so wracked by scl~smauc
rivalry between the denamillations that it has never provided anv social
or political u i w . Today Christianity competes wit11 Islam, but more so
with plain agilosticisin (although it has become a platitude to sav that the
only uniGjng religron in the country is syart). Functionalism niakes clear
that, aside from any spiritual meaning, one of the most importanc
hncdons of religon is its engendering of a sense of comnlunitv, and the
maintaining of ritual and tradition. Gaetano hlosca has suggested that, at

the cusp of the ixventietl~century, nationalism was replacing religion as
the "chef moral and intellectual cohesioo" in western

Lloyd

\Yarner has argued that annual co~nrnemorati.i~e
services exist principally
to integrate the communities ill .ir.luch they are staged (The hvitg ,aaild the

Ded, 2248). Sirnilarlji, lio\vlands says that, "acts of memo~ializingernphasize continuity and repetition" (Memoiy, sacrifice and the nation', 8). It
seems relevant then to ask whether the apparent increase in comtnunity
unanimity about-Anzac is somehow hiked the demise and indeed abselice
of other ritualized commuiity practice.
In his zrticle on Anzac Day, IWey identifies amongst Xilzac ciiggcrs
a sense of what Viktor Turner in 7Xe Iiifcttr/I'rw~r~--scalls "con~mui~itas"
a special relationship between individuals witlin distinctive groups. As tlle
members of the population lose the commurlitas that historically they
enjoyed as acquiescent participants in churcl~congregations, so they need
to replace tlis sense of group l;\elonging and identity. 'l-he Nation is too

large and anlorphous a fbrm for communitas, and tlis is where Anzac can
provide a fulfilling substitute: attendance at Anzac Day parades vicariousl!r dehvers to the participants the necessary 'dosc' of cornmunitas. In
the (frequent) words of John Hotvard, iinzae is 'b spirit which draws
Australians together in time of need" ('Speeches', l l th Nov. 1977, 8th
Dec. 1997, atld 23rd Tarr, 1998). It contains "ralt~esthat unite us all as

Gaetano lIosc:1, Elemetlti d i
Foma;ion, 86-7.
'l5

SL.(r~t2;u
Inolitic~(1896);

quoted in Pad Jarnes, Xutiom

Xusaalians" (25th Apr. 1999). The function of Anzac is thus obvious, to
unifi: the popdation - as the Prime Minister so astutelv obsenres.

There are further theories of myth that can be extrapolated to demonstrate how Anzac is apposite to thek parahgms and idiosyncrasies. The
all-encompassing 'Quest hiytb' of Frye and l i s scllool suggests many
parallels. The Anzac d g e r can be studied as an exemplar of the 'hiytll of
the Hero', particularly in relarion to Raglan's twenty-two categories of

herodom (Hero, 138).The promiscuous application of Anzac to all these
theories is not to prove the relevance or truth in the theories tl~emselves;
b l ~ to
t show how Anzac fidfils the qualities of being a mjlfh to the satisfaction of any conceivable reader, and the requirements of any number

of theories. 11s Levi-Strauss says, "Mythical thought is imprisoned in the
events --?d.experiences whch it never tires of ordering and re-ordering in
its search to find them a meaning" (Sur)age iViild, 22). In the following
chapter I will examine this process in terms of Anzac and myths of the
Nation.

Australia Phoenix

Ih' 1917 HENRYHandel Richardson published Al/st~'aliaFelix, the first
volume of her tnlogy The Ebrrt,rze~.oj'Ri~./~ar.rlh.Iahony.
Richardson's title was
borrowed from T h o t ~ a &fit.-hell's
s
congenial epithet for the broad region
south of the River blurray that would lster become Victoria - 'felix'
suggesting both happy and fertile. But as the 'Proem' to the book makes
immediately apparent, the title's dusion is part of a rhetoric of irony and
illversion that informs the whole trilogy. KTirhits focus on death and despair the Proem presents a critique of the myth of edghtened settlement,
ar, antithetical challenge to providential narratives of the gold-rush and
pastoral developmelit (rickland, HNK, 60-1). It also invokes what might
be called the rlational topos of 'death by landscape9;an image that stalks
the Australian ima,&ation

from Leichhardt and Voss to Xza~iaChatnber-

lain, from ~ ' ~ L - I J at
~ L . _t30tzgitzg Ko~kto Dentb afa Kzzler G~ide.

In the ven; first paragraph of d4z~st,uIiuFelix a miner it; 'buried alive'
in a shaft in the Gravel Pits at Ballarat:
The d e e r fell forward on Iis face, his ribs janlmed across lis pick, hs arms
pintled to Iis sides, nose and mouth pressed into the sticky mud as into a
mask; and over lus defenceless body, ~vitha roar that burst his ear-dnuns,
broke stupendoi~smasses of earth.
Thts scene presents the double vision of a puny human at the rnercv or'
the elemental soil and clay, znd of the defiled earth exacting revenge for
its rape and exploitation by the miner. .it a structural level t h s passage
introduces the themes of death and burial whch will frame liichardson's
novel, together nit11 the image of e d e whch motivates both plot and
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characters plead, 'Death and home-work'). But I want to suggest a further reading, again su~rroundmgthe discourses of nation and the sacrifice
of the nlale subject, but a long way from goldfields of colonial Rdarat.
Rereading the paragraph against the lustorical moment of publtcatioil
in 1917, Richardson's narrative becomes an uncanny mimetic prophecy
of the trenches of the Great \Xrar. *A 'dgger' is interred in the mud amid
a roaring had of volliting earth. Here is a gripping and accurate

description of a solder bei.ng l i t by artillery, of being buried in the mire
uilder LV'ilfred Owen's "shrill, demented choirs of wading shells." %'hen
the later, transposed meaning of '&digger7is considered, the picture is
complete. LVllet-heror not lhchardson intended tlis transference of image
and sitwition is open to debate. The passage was almost certainly written
well before the advent of the Great War, and in any case, official censor-

ship at the dme ensured that the f~dlhorror of the trenches d d not pervade the public imagination. But the s t t h r ~ gparallels betcveen miner and
solder demonstrate hov? easily images and stories of one time and place
can be applied to another. Coincidence is a powerful instrument not just
in the engendering of new stories, but in the revivifjring of old ones. It is
so with fiction, and it is so wit11 myth.
By visiting various sites of national imagery Richardson's novel
generates some expectation about its engagement with the 'narrative of
n a ~m'. Rut as Pldip Mead says (133), The Fortt1~1e.soflGc11~11'd
h1aho1~does
'

not simplv symbolize or metaphorize the birth of the nation. Rather -

and tlis goes against the grain of so much contemporary cultural imagining - the novel suggests there is no possible reconciliation between
subject and nation. It seems, however, that few heed Richardson's predcation, especially tvlien it comes to Galhpoli and Anzac, where the two are
fused into ail inseparable one. In tile chapter that follows, I w
d argue that
the stories of Australian nationhood wl-~ichcoalesce in the sigifier
'Gdhpoli' are a perfect esarnple of Obeyesekere's myth model in action:
the myths adopt and reproduce narrernes frotn various sources and

situations to express the desires and concerns apposite to the society at
the time.

*
Earlier I considered the philological relations of the word 'myth': its
etymology, its appearance in Europeail languages in the early nineteenth
century and subsequent increase in use, and the many varied and contrad~ctorymeanings that the word continues to generate. ils d a r and pet
chfferetlt story obtains to the word 'nation'. Like myth, it has come to
particular prominence over the past two centuries. But it has a longer
history of usage in modern languages, and altl~oughthe various meanings
that attach to nation are less obviously contrary, the specific seillantics of
the word fuel a hotter debate.
The etymology of nation can be traced to its Latin stein

IJL~/-,

'born',

the past participle of t~b~islr',
to be born. From tl4s fecund root develops a
host of words associated with origins, breedulg, and community: nascent,
native, natal, nature. Jai-les Snead suggests that nbtio has in Latin "an
almost eugenic connotatioxl" ('European pedigree~/~\fricancontagions',
233). 'Nation' is attested in English consistently from the early fourtcetltlz

century, but over time the word evolves from a narrowly racial to a more
abstract, political

Follo~vingthese traces through a language is

a revealing study not just in philology but in socio-political history. For as
a society changes over time, so it cl~oosesdfferent words to describe
itseif, or causes words to mutate into new meanings appropriate to the
structures and institutions of the day. Derrida picks up on tlis relation
between the nation and epistemological and ontological frameworks in 14s
observation that the nation always has a 'plulosophical form' ('Ontotheology', 10). Further, he states that, "the concept and the word 'nation'

"In early exanlples the racial idea is usually stronger than the political; in recent use
the notion of political unity and independence is more prominent" (0-x$rd Ergiish
Di~.tiotzav,2nd ed., "nation" I. 1.a). Ko particular dates are g w n for t l s mutation of
meaning, but the ciratio~lsshow tile change clearly apparent by the seventeenth centuv.

are pldosophcal, and could not have been cotlstituted, historically, outside
a philosoplical-type d e u and a discolarse marked by a certain llistory of
the phdosoplical as such." Thus the hstorical semantics of the nation are
linked to changes 111 philosophical ikrms.
Nation has a long ancestry ill Etlglish, yet its predominant modern
meaning is relatively new. The current prima171 definition in the O ~ j i l d

EnglJh Dic.tio/zuy displays a catch-d proiiuity that clearly inlcates a word
still very much in a state of flux:
nation. 1.1.2. An estensive aggregate of persons, so closely associated with
each other by common desceilt, language, or listol-y, as to for111 2 distinct
race or people, ~lsuallyorganized as a separate political state and occupying
a definite territory.

This definition is by

hK1lS

inclusive and pluralist, yet clumsy and

ambiguous. "Extensive aggregate of persons" is an awk\vard phrase, and
the range of choices in "descent, laiiguage, or history" and "race or
people" ooffers

;l11

escess of variation that attenuates the vdue of the

definition. Moreover, being the mongrel language that it is, English has
a range of words of h e r s e origins to cover ail tile ideas contained in the

crucible 'nation'; v i people,
~
folk, race, state, land, countrj~.~'\Yrith its
Latin provenance nritiu becomes ;Lpan-ling~~istic
root, and hencc takes a
role in most Indo-Europczn languages. And through the consequence of
colonialism and agency of pidginization tlis European root has now
infitrated languages tile w ~ r l dover, although it by no means maintaitls

rile same semantic connotations h each of its host latlguages."
Most recent theorists writing on the subject 'nations and nationalism'
concur that the contemporary nation is a relatively modern phenomenon,

"'Kaymond \Y:illiams

Irotes that, "realm, kmgdorn, and couritn remained more popular
[than nation] until the 18th century" (Kg.work, 178). Other appellations for the entity
of the state include empire, republic, commonwveai~h,ullioil, c:':
See for example liobsbawin's discussion of the word's development m Spanish:
Xatlot~satui ATofioirah~-nt
. t i ~ ~ c1780,
e
Chapter 1.

whch gained momentum 111 the nineteenth century and blossolned fully
i11 the twentieth. In 1882 Ernest Renan can say with confidence that,

"Nations are a new fcature in histoly." A century later Eric I-Iobsbawm
stlU writes on tlle nation as a "~novelty,"and Toin Nairn declares nationalism to be the "pathology of modern dereloplnental history." In the
1980s Benedict Xnderson sees the idea of :he nation as quintessentially
contemporary: "Nation-ness is the most urhersally legitimate value 111the
political life of our the."69 T h s growth of nationalism is grounded in any
imnber of listorical developments: the industrial revolution, advances in
literacy, decolonization, universal suffrage, and so m. In some of these
cases it is drfficult to say whether nationalism is the cause or effect; but
it is palpably the case that over the past hundred and fifty pears 'nationnes s' and national identity have been paramouilt issues worldwide. The
Great War affords some of the clearest examples of this. Apart from the
issue of reparations, tbi: Treaty of Versailles is characterized particulady
by the political foundation and re-tbrm~donof numerous states (::lanp of
whch already considered theinselves 'nations'). "If there was a moment
when the nineteenth-century 'principle of natiol~ality'triumphed it t as at
the end of \Kr( rld War I," says Hobsbawln (13 1).
'The correlative in this for Anzac and natiorlhood in Australia is that
the historical event of Gallipoli is co-eval with a unique and particular
moment in the international developmeilt of the concept of the nation.
Tlis is crucial in understanding what sort of myth models were active in
the national imagination in the decades surroun&ng Federation and
Gahpoli. &foreover,as I discuss in Chapter Four, these developments ill
the concept of the nation were parallelled in Australia from the 1880s
ctimards by emergmg ideas about race and social evolution. All these
influences go to shape the what we can call the 'Gallipoli Nation', m a h i g

it very much a creature of its t h e .

Renaq, ?That is a nation?', 9; Hohsba\r;m, r l ~ l i o ,atzd
~ ~ iYatioi~a/i.cm~ i ~ c1780,
e Chapter
l ; Nairn,The Break-rp $Bn;foi~.369;;inderson, Imugi~edContm.z/nitie~-,
3.
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There have been many hypotheses on the \vllys and wherefores of
thus rise in nations and nationalism. I'olltical and historical models hare
mapped and traced the cl~anges,offering insights and esplanations on the
dfferences between nation alld state, between race and nation. But in
recent years it has been the c d t ~ i atheories
l
that hare garnered the most
attention, most notably that of Benedct Anderson.
Anderson's thesis of the nation as an 'imagined comuritv' is wellknown and needs little explanation here; though it tvdl be useful to retrace
some of the background to lis argument. Ancerson maintains that the
morphologv of the modern nation has been brought about by 'three
fundamental cultural conceptions' which descended from antiquity, but
began to chsintegrate from the time of the renaissance oinvards (36). The
first and most important of these was the development of printcapitalism, vilich helped lift the veil on literacy and broke down the
power-mystique of script-lafiquages. The second was the evaporation of
the divine right of kings and the accordctnt centripetal power of an
unaccountable monarch. The third was the meramorphosis in temporal
understanding, w h r h encouraged the idea of linear titne, of progress,
'dri'i-ing a harsh wedge behx-een cosmology and llistc3t-y'. The first two of
these are unremsrkatsle; they are well-establisl~edphenornelra and
Anderson applies them practically and profitably to h s thesis. The third
point on the changing apprehension of time is more adventurous, and
more problematic -we shall rehrrn to this belotv.
The extraordinary influence of rlcderson's formulation is no doubt
due 111 part :o irs felicitous verbal style. Tlte phrase 'imagined commuillty'
has proven immensely seductive over the past twenty or so years, but it;
ease of currency hdes many of the more disturbing aspects it assumes.
The first problem is what appears to be an implied homogeneity. How
can a body as necessarily large and diverse as a nation - even the most
monoh~gual,monocudtural nation -be itnagmed as a single community?
Andersop offers a number o i reasons why and 'now tlus is so, beginning

with language. I-le considers the waning of script-languages belonging to

exclusive power ilites, and the correspondir~grise of vertlacular languages
*.
and indigenous literatures The c h l a x of Linderson's focus on lang~age
is lis d l c t m tlut 'nations are conceived in language, not in bloou' (145).
Language is always a burning issue for ethnic groups struggljng for recognition or self-determination. Looking at the origms of national consciousness he traces developments in priniiag: the role of colonial lI~gl~ajko/zmr,
of creohzation, and especially the 'philological-lesicolo~cd rexrolvtion' of
the late nineteenth century. In the aftermath of Sedan and the FrancoPrussian \Var, the issue of French and Gennan in Alsace-Lorraine transfixed writers like Rerlan. Unified Italy was forced by necessity to create a
natiol~allanguage bv prixrileging tllz Tuscan dalect above others. Serbs
and Croats spoke the same language but used dlfferetlt alphabets. And
through it all multi-linguai S~vitzerlandbaffled all the theorists.
But in Australia there was tlo struggle for language donlinance,
because thcre were no )>orders.C:ouatless Aboriginal languages fell into
weye deaf to both their music
silence, but English-speaking 'L4ustralia~is'
and their deaths. There was ralnpant xenophobia, 11owe~-er,and language
policy was harnessed as a prophylactic against foreip contarnitlafiotl. '1'21~
h s t law passed by the new Federal go.\-erninent in 1901 was the codification of the \U'hite Australia Policy. ?'his Act enshrined an immigration
policy that was overtly racist not just in pracuce but 111 name. It functioticd bv the application of a farcic*.! principle, but it gave unrnigration

by n h c h r!ley could reject anyone at all, and thus
offlc~alsa ~nechar~icm
keep -4ustralia wllite, British, and even and-communist.70

,I)

a\nyotze entering the coiu~tqco~ddbe reqiured to pass a dictatio~ztest of fifv \xrords
i11 a European latiguage. The perverse nvist was that the language was chosen not by
ill&applic:wt, but by the knnigration officer. One of the most infamous uses of the *Act
was the attempt to stop the Czech radical Egon &sch entering rhe country in
Kove-etnber1931. I.;lsch, s h i p s t , was given a test h Scots Gaelic, wVlichIze failed; but
tlze decision was later overturned oil appeal because Gaelic was not considered a real
language under the terms of the :let (Ciark, 1'1: 463 K.).

j
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The use of language in such a political fasl-rioll is testament to its
national importance. But in reality it was Blood, the martial underbelly to
Anderson's phrase, that quickened Australian nationalism more. At a
Federation banquet during the Prerriers' conference in Melbourne in
1890 I--1emyParkes drew a colourful metaphor for the assembled guests

to see the links behveen B~irainand the Xustralasia~lcolonies: "A crimson
thread o f h s h i p runs through us all," s2id Parkes. The origirlal crimson
thread was a red strand nvined into the ropes of the Royal N a y , but it
was the halematic dunension of tlae metaphor that caught the inlagination.
Blood uras something dear to everyone, and British blood was what keptAustralia united. 'The itnportance of blood to the national imagining runs
on hvo levels. There are the blood lines of racial strength and purity; and
there is the blood of sacrifice and nnartyrdom. Lawson foresaw 'blood on
the wattle', and its purifying effect. Lawre~lcecaptured something si-nrlar
in Soiners9unsettling comment in K~zigumo:
"It al~vaysseems to me," s&d Somers, "that somebody wdl have to water
Austt-dir with their blood before it's a real man's country. Tlie soil, the vety
platlts seem to be waiting for it." (85)

'This fiandiar passage has generated much commcnt, and invites criticisnl
from a ~lunlberof quarters; not least in relation to indigellous genocide.
But whatever Lawrence wanted to say about Australia, he was right to
draw a link ben$-cen blood, masculillity, vcgetai hcalth and thc nation.
Tl~ese,we must reniild ourselves, are thc major topoi of Frazer's thesis.
In further lighhghting the role of language in imagining the nation
Anderson sugcsts that natiolial anthems and songs afford opportunities
for conllllunitv a filus: "Singing the A lu~cei//ui~.c,IfJ'irl~pi~zg
i\f~~fi/~/~lrl,and
It/~lotresitrl i r r ) provide
~
occasioxls for unisonality, for the echoed physica'l

realization of the imagined conmluniq" (145). The Xrlzac myth provides
its otvn example of u~isorlancein the intoning of the verses from
Binyon's ode For fhr Fd/eir. It happens each year at the Dawn Sen-ice; it
happens everyday at 6 p.m

111

the Leagues Clubs, as gamblers and

machines together fali shnc in a moment of supreme

Even here

though, blzlod has insimaied ia way into the linguistic u~zisonance,and
the sanctity of that spilt blood generally stifles drssent. It was not always
so. Thomsotl charts the lives of peripheral and radcal veterans in his
An~m
ia/emo~ies.Scymuur's One Duy

73/ the

Year exposed division and

provoked debate. But today Anzac maintains a ufii-i?~c~l
message. The
positive reception of commemorative speeches by the Prime h!fister and
Governor-General over the past few years sugqests the unisonance of the
Anzac rubric is fikely to persist unchallenged. The yearly increasing
crowds at Anzac Day confirm ths. Gone are the pacifist protesters of :he
1960s and 70s. Cone the members of the Anti-Anzac Day Collective
honi the 1980s, who dased intixde the issue of rape into the legend
(FIowe, 'Anzac mythology'). Takrng their place are swelling crowds of
onlookers, and a gr~wingcohort of descendants of returned servicemen
and women who march each year in place of dead ancestors. Anzac Day
delivers a vicarious identity to thcse new participants, not so much of
heroism, but of belongiilg to a sacred group. Here the unified 'imagined
commurrity' becomes fully flesh.
The problem of homogzneity of identit~7remains however. The
uahdity of iil~zacas representative of d ~ entire
e
nation can be questioned
at any number of points, but perhaps the most important is the issue of
gender, for Anzac is defiantly and esclusively a masculi~lemyth, where
male is a monad and i!ern.de is not just absent, but not even a considerthe 'discursi\~e~ . o t lci'e'tnt
~
whereby the
ation. hfarilyn L,ake elrarni~~es
Anzac myth appropriates the metaphor of procreation for its sacred sons.
She concludes that although women might breed a population, giving
birth to babies, it seems that orrly men can "give birth to the political
entity, the imperishable community, of the nation" ('Mission impossible',

SLdar umisonance attends the si~lg~ng
of IC'ki;t;i~~,~ililutiilla.
Even the ejaculations at
itlternational sporting events have developed their own codified antliems. It is not
about ernotion or duty, but about community.

307). Lake underpins her argument with detded historical analysis of the
gender divide in terms of political economy of the period, but the theoretical point is f a d a r enough: patriarchy rules in every way. T h s point is
also made forcibly throughout Grimshaw's Creating u Natia~,which detads
compelling examples of how the modernist nation is inscribed within a
masculinist &scourse, which not only valorizes male actors in histoly and
ignores females, but usurps the role of mother/creator to those male
heroes.
The most popular form of the 1441 known Great War memorials in
Australia were statues of the '&gger7 (13%) and obelisks (20°/) (ligli~,

Sacrtd I'Ia~*es160-1). In these monuments the female image is entirely
absent: the one represent, a male figure of itself; the other presents an
obviously phallic form. Inglis' argument that psychoanalytical interpretations of monumental forms is not relevant because "the name of Sigmund
Freud was little known in the Australia of the 1920s" (161) is wilful imsprision. 111e obelisk is not m exclusively ph&c sigrnifier -it also acts as
a mctaphor for the erect, living soldier in denial of the prostrate corpse
- but the connexion with penile form is undeniable. Female forms

number only 13 out of 1441 of these meinorials, less than l%, and in
many of these the female is Britannia, bearing sword and shield. The
original idea for the Anzac Memorial in Sydney of a n:~kedwotnan on a
cruciftu, representing Peace, was rejected by public il~dignation.X similar
sort of female figure bp 1,eslie Bowvlcs was planned for the I-Iall of
hfernory at the Australian War hIernorial in Canberra, only to be replaced
by a massive sculpture of an over-sized serviceman.
Even the bitter reprobation in the verses by Owen, IGpling, Sitcvell,
I-Iope and others, only deal with the father/son relationshp. The mother
is a silent witness to the paradigms of sacrifice and symL -,c regeneration.
One of the very few examples where mother and father are g~venequal
representation is 'Die Eltenz' ('The Parents'), a stone memori?l by the
German woman sculpror Katl~eI<ollwitz in the Roggevelde German war

cemetery at liladslo, Belgium, depicting two parents grieving over the
body of their dead son &.Xrinter,Sites of'hlenzo?, 108-113). Other monuments \vhch dominate the imagining of the nation are typically statesmen,
explorers, or heroic soldiers 011horseback.
This tension evidences the distinction often rnade by feminist critics
between a 'minotaur state' and a 'motherly stare', or behveen a warfwe or
L

welfare st:ate. Australia presents aJanus face to &S dichotomy. Australians look back at an honourable legacy of being a reactive rather than
proactive participant in the wars of the tweritieth century. Yet as Sol
Encel observed thirty years ago there persists an code of militarism in
iiustralian life, whose influence is all the more insicbous because of the
pretence that it doesn't exist ('Study of ndtarism'). Ausuc&ans are proud
of their military heritage, and only too glad to add to it. Witness the public
adulation, encouraged by governinetlt, given to the lnterfet Force sent to
East Timor 111 1999, the 'heroes of Thor'. 'IXs was as much about basking in the glow of miltary exploit as it was expunging a sense of guilt for
hventy-five years of neglect of the Timorese. Continuing iii rhis selfcongratulatory mode in 2000, the leader of the Interfet force, LieutenantGeneral Peter Cosgrove, was made 6L;lustralianof the Year'.
\Vars thus offer the chance for a centripetal conccrltratioll of
nationalistic: imagining. It is surprising therefore, as Gopal Balal<rishnai~
observes, that the relationslup of war to the pathos of tlational identity is
only 'fitfully addressed' by Anderson, who is no doubt drscornfited by its
implications ('National. imagination', 66). Balakiishnan sees Anderson's
suggestion that nations are conceir~edin latzguage not in blood as a
'hopeful fot:mulation7 th.as is too optimistic. iitlderson's perspective on
war is curiouslv one-dimensional. He states that:
the great wars of tlus cei1tu.q are e x t r a o r h ~ qnot so rnuch m the unpreced1 penmtted people to M, as 111 the colossal tlu~nbers
ented scale on ~ 1 1 1 ~ 1they
persuaded tz, lay down the~rlives. (141)

The reasoning, he sugqests, is that 'djing for one's countq assumes a
moral grandeur' above any sacrifice to a mere organization. But there is
a strong whiff of Fussell's 'high diction' In Anderson's use of the sentie
mental phrase 'laying down one's life'. More terrible is indeed d ~ reverse,
that nationahsrn or patriot sm enabled so many men to overthrow their
nornlal moral code and kill, all in the name of rheir country. In the
epilogue to The CO$[Ff-lVa~:.
.~ZI/S~~^LI/~UI~S
r ~ f i ( mStephen
,
Garton asks, "\XThr:
has the natiorl come to be entwined with death?" Gartoll observes that
in celebrating the 'Anzac values' or mateship, courage, initiative, and so
on, we exclude others of equal worth. "What of the virtues of tolerance,
amelioration, and hannony?%e muses ~Yistfully(257). Hut such tr:uts and
values oni)~attempt to save lives, they do not achieve nations - at least
not in the model that Australians aspired to in 1915. In the end Garton

is forced to concede that sacrifice and the collective embrace of death has
a more seductive appeal. Balalirishnan concludes:
\YJithout the possibility of sacrifice it is doubtful whether the nation evokes
the nffectivc pcaks of co!lectivc belonging that Anderson attributes to tile
na tional k~aginatiot~.
(66)
Nationalism is thus like to a seed that requires iacubation, and that heat
is provided not in the temperance of peace but in the crucible of war.
Looking at the legacy of irulttary listory that underpills the national
ideologies of so many nations, hilichael Howard asks, "Could a nation
really be born without a war?" (Ca~~ses
of llz7nrs, 27). I: Australia I-Ienry
Parkes had hoped so. At ilis tj~nousspeech at Tenterfield in November
1889, I'arkes suggested it was time the six colorlies in Xustraha come
together to folm one nation (‘Speeches'). After all, he said, ;iustr&a now
had as Inany inhabitants as I d the United States when they had become
an independent nation, and what they had acheved, Australia could too.
Parkes spurred lis audience to consider that 'surely what the rlmcricans
had done by war, the Austrahans could bring about by peace'. The
eventual answer to Parkes' rhetoric would bc both Yeo and No. Politicdy,

Australia wculd become a nation in 1901, through a peaceful and v e q
democratic process. But imaginativel~and spiritually, the nation waited to

...

be consul nlted by the great narrative of sa~riiice.~'
Discussing Mabo and Gallipoli as sites of national identity, Srephen
Tviuecke concludes thar, "Death is ar the heart of the formation of the
nation" ('Xustraha, for example', 14); "States can be set up as poliucal
entities, but they only become nations through the magical or spiritual
agency of death." Muecke is writiiig in the critical discourse of cultural
analysis, where we might expect such connexions and pronouncements.
It is all the more arresting however to see sin111ar claims in the edtorial of
the S y d q hlorizi12g €$eraidof 26th April 1922:
T l ~ eGallipoli campaign has been described as "the tllost giorious failure in
iditaiy 1Gsto1-y.'' But was it a failure to Australia? It made us a nation. CYras
the plice worth paying? Are not nations Mie indiwriduds?If the nation is to be
born, if the nation is to live, someone must die for it.

Journalistic rhetoric Inay have been more exuberant then than it is today,
but this is sull a dramatic statemcnt. It is almost shocking to see it put so
directb:

if. the nation is /o liw, so,xome

~i~tlst
die jbl- it7' The logic of tllis

argument is precisely what we find in Frazer's theories of successjol~and
regeneration. The itldetermiliate 'someone' who must die for the nation
recalls Gkard"s random scapegoat. Life is born out of death. T h s is a
myth model in Qscursive action. The whole key to uliderstallding whjr
Gallipoli became such an instant and powerful image of nationhood is
recob~zingthat all the pieces had iiready been put in place -- except the

7 2 It night seem perverse to suggest h s , but possibly the m.

reason that ;iustralians
fad to re~nenlberEdmund Bartoll as the first Pllrne Minister of the country is that he
did not fight a war for Australia. Unlike Hughes and Curtin, there is no narrative of
martial stn~ggleand sacrifice to attach to Barton.
73 ,1 sknilar plwase, "l'lney gave Sons, E-Iusbands alld Lovers that the Race might Live,"
was to have accomparied tile ceiltral sculptl~re'The sacrifice' in S!-dney's -;ilzzac
Memorial, but the Trustees could not agree on the wording and it was omitted
312).
altogether (Illglis, Sn~y~dpiuces,
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great narrative of sacri6ce. Gallipoli provided the requisite epic narrative
to lend a mythic dunension to Australia's nationhood.

*
Wre have seen that the decades surrounding the rurn of the century
constituted a period

t/e plw 1i1tt-g

when political and social conditions

fostered the idea of the nation-state, And by consequence, it also produced narrauves of nation fo~nling.These narratives necessarily infected the
Austraiian mood; the idea of the nation was pre-eminent, and Australia
was caught up in tlis world phenomenon as much as any other country.
rls in the 'domino theory', rhe influence of such narratives cannot be
dtscounted as a catalyst in the imagining and fol-nling of further nations.
Bbeyesekere stresses that "political and social conditions map either
foster a particular myth model, rendering it dominant, or help in the
invention of a new myth model based on older ones no longer apposite
to the times." The sort of nation Australia imagined itself to be, or to
want to be, was very much influenced by the 'myth model' of the nationstate that was prevalent and fastlionable in the rnodern period.
But wllat were the myths that accompanied this burgeoning narrative
of nationhood, and what sort of nations were coming into being? I-Iobsbawl11 calls the period 1918-1950 the 'apogee of nationalism'. EIe
suggests, though, that the principle of the nation-state which prevailed at
Versailles was not simply a nat-ural progression for liberal, bourgeois
democracies, but rather a deliberate strategy of the I U e s to encourage the
inasses in natioilal self-identity, arid to discourage socialist revolution such
as had occurred in Russia, 2nd which threatened much of liurope (131).
In any case, thls 'new' model which inspired so iaany peoples owed as
inucil to age-old niyths as it did to new political forms.
Yet even if the Great War appears to have been the catalyst for the
forn~ationof so many new nations, tlis simple equation does not tell the
whole story. Decolonization had begun in the Xlnelicas a century before;

tile Ottoman Empire liad been dsintegrating ill Europe and Asia hfiaor

for more than fifty years; the Boer War had tested the frdty of European
administration in Africa. Both the idea and the reality of nationalism wns
well-established before 1914. So wh~lethe Great War provided the political mechanism for destxoying old states and creating new ones, it d d not
of itself provide the motivation in the f i s t place. Indeed the Great War
is increasingly being seen less as a discrete, umque phenomenon, but as
part of much larger cycles and movements. The world wars of the first
half of the twentieth century are now perceived by many as dIrity or forty
years of continuous confhct (Hobsbawm, Age oJ'Extren2e.c.:22). And just
as the warfare of 19'14-1 8 becomes part of a longer, larger narrative, so
too the nation-building that historically has been seen as a direct consequence of that particular confict, can properly be placed oil a larger scale
of time and events. Such a proposition tberl makes us ask whether the

fortnation of nations circa 1918 is part of a larger story than simply the
Great 'CYrar.It questions whether events in themselves, however cataclysmic, can alone be the leave11 for natioilhood. It raises the possibility that

if events are sufficiently similar to pre-existing paradignls of nadonfornzii-kg, tlis can suggest the ~ytllnzodei of nationhood.
The whole notion of history as shaped by single events 1.13scoime
under attack from the French Rlzciu/e.r school of liistoq. Lucien Febvre
characteiizes events as simply the 'visible crust of history' - that is,
proninelit, but superficial. Reflecting on his own experience of grox~lng
up in the memory of the Great War and the subsequent warfare of the
1 9 4 0Jacques
~~
ie Goff attacks the 'illusions' and ‘facilities' of event Izistory
suggesting that even on the world scde, wars do not
(hi.rtoir~Pt:t;lle~~~c?ztiellE),
create a significant 'break' 111 the course of history. He further argues that
lagi.leru.eYis a false epistemology. And then
the cotrstruction 'ut~atz~/aprC;s
there is Femand Braudel and his fiamous book on the Medterranean in
the age of Plilippe 11, mliere he sketches a theoretical apparatxs for a new
historical discourse that eschews the 'feats ol'princes' as merely the waves
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on the surface, when the real subject should be the deep currents of the
the powerfid
As well as subvertirmg the dominant role ~ : fevents in history, Braudel
qilestioned the understanding of time. Advocating the principle of '/a
Ioizgue dare'e', Braudei proposed a disdnction between Individual time,

Social time, and Geographical time. It is only when we get beyond the
event history of indwidual time that we can begin to see thngs according
to 'La .I-tzgtre drre'e', to thmk in the social time of institutions, or the geo~raphtcal
time of ecology. Employing these different epistemologies of
W

time enabled Br~udelto link (or suppress) disparate events and actors in
the grand narrative of his subject, the Mediterranean world in the latter
sixteenth
Taking up Rraudel's challenge, Paul Griffiths has written recently on
the the need to reconsider and 'reconfigure' Australian lustoql in tenns
of Iu longz~edzire'e, or what he calls 'deep time'. For Griffiths, the emergence
of deep time gives an entirely new dimension to current debates in
Australia; not just about issues such as envixonment and population, but
also cultural identity and coloni~ation.~"~nterms of nationhood, the
lessens of /a lu~g14clr/w't;eare compelling. Nations do not come into being
in the scale of the short term of indlrridual t h e . Any given 'event',

74 Febvre, C;bmba/~~pour
/Tli~~foI're,
62; Le Goff, 'L'appitit de I'listoire', 176; Braudel, I.A
iLfPditevat/ee,13-14. For an ovenieu see Carrard, PoetiL~4 t h Neii~'EIistci~,chapter 11.
Aletaphors aboimd h die &scourses of the Atnlah-fe~...
I\-e can su;ggesr a furt!ler one,
along linguistic lines, that the methodology of event histoy (or the typicslly Et~glish
a sentence
g
by its punctuation, uithout its syntax
'regnd hstory') is akin to u ~ t e r p r e ~
or rno~pholo_~)..

iinderson makes the observation that "drautiel's 1200 page history never mentions
the massacre of St Bartholomew's Day (the event that Renan says all French citizens
'must have forgotten to remember') -and yet it occurred at the very midpoint of the
period Braudel narrates (Imuyjned Commurrittes,205).
Griffitl~s,T r a v e h g in deep time: /a htpe dun+ in ,iustralian !ustoy'. ,imong other
matters Gliffitiis considers the ecological and culnxal practices of Aborigines, and asks
"Hare settler ,iustfi~hansyet eanled the right to travel itl. deep time in their own
country?'

however sipficant, is only ever part of a larger cycle or series. Sitnilzrly
then, nation-ness can be said to be ar? idea and a reality that came to
prominence in the late nineteenth century, and l-iad its apogee in the
turmoil of the Forty Years W'ar. But the ccrichtions that engendered
nationalism begn well before ths, and the paradigms stretch back to
antiquity. Moreover, it is clear that at a metaphorical level, the rhetoric of
nationalism and nationhood is to be found in symbols and narratives &at
have no specific oxigins, but exist in man); f o m s and recur in many ages;
that is to sap, in myths.

I{, however, the Great War (or the Forty Years War) cannot be said
to be the essential catalyst of natiu~~hood,
it nevertheless provides the

quintessential topos in the narratives of nationhood: death 2nd sacrifice.
"DuIc-e ei decojm e ~ ~ t pputrid
- 0 mo77," wrote I-Ioxace (O~l'ej,111, ii: 13), and
even if \Vilfred Owen did not believe hun, many d o n s

As one

of those vrho watched the factol-ri of deatll around h m , and would
eventually &e 'for his country7,Owen refused to s\vallow the traditional
rhetoric of nationhood and sacrifice. kIis bitter rewriting of the flkedah
('Parable') takcs the original rncssage of trust and promise and turns it
lr~toone of betrayal and murder: "But iibrahat~lslew lis son, and half the
seed of Europe, one by oile." Apart from the sa-\.age inversion of the
sacrificial cixTenant.the deeper irony is in the intertextual reference to the
original Flolzis: text. For the purpose of the story is not just that the Lord
spares Isaac's life, but that iwcause Abraham 'does not ~vlthllddh s only
5on7,he is re\vzrded with a nation: h s descendants (or 'seed')

\V&

be "as

numerous xs the stars in the sliy and the grains of sand on the sea-shore"
(Getze~?~~,
22: 1--28). Tlis is surely one of the greatest poetic realizations of
the idea of Nation, die knaghng of a ferale a t ~ denduring future. Ancient

'' 111 T/,t Arnk~;:I-eari Gaminage quotes a letter from Cpl. E.5. LKTorrall(16th D ~ c .
19 1-51: ". . .\ye \xlll be x7eq-lucky icwe zrer reach the Beach and boars, but at school I
learnt this nlotto: 'Dulce et de~oriitnest pro patria mori,' aad I feel composed, and if
possible, happy."

The stor3, C I , " ? ~ P top g ' - d d l ~ ; ~ i ~ .

Israel's nationhood is of course very much bound in ideas of race and
lineage rather than the political and civil sovereignty of classical, modern
nationalism. But as Ilana Padres argtles, even if the biblical hation' of
Israel does nor conform to the pamdigxns identified by Anderson, Gellner
et uL, it stdl provides a pctent model of nationliood and national identity

for all those peoples nit11 a cultural heritage of the Jud~o-Christian tradition. The 'birth' of a nation can therefare follow an established narrativized sequence (as Padres shows with deliberately cl~osenmetaphors):
The nation, according to this tradtion, was conceived in the days of zibrallam; was riiraculously born with the Exodus, the parting of the Red Sca; then
spent a long period of clddhood and restless adolescence in the wilderness,
and Gnally itpproached adulthood with the conquest of Canaan. ('Biography
of ancimt Israel', 25)
The key points in this sequence are once again sacrifice and war. Significantly, the nation's adulthood is finally achieved through conquest.
As we saw in the Introductory, the sacrifice of the fist-born son is a
recurring motif in the Jetvish and Christian bibles: Isaac; the fits:--born of
Egypt; Jesus, l'he IGng of Egypt orders all male Hebrew babies to bc
thrown into the Nile; IGng EIercd schemes to capture iltle infaant J c s ~ ~ s .
Repetition is one of the most irfiportant tropes in these texts. The Torall
frequently tells the same story n i c e in different redactions, just as the
four gospels gil-e ~nultipleaccounts of tl.11.: same scenes from the life of
Tesus. hloreover, just as the lists of the ancestors and their ages mark the

-J

passing of time, the unreality oi' their supe~i~atuml
life-spans injects
considerable tension into the (put.ative) historical ci~ronology.Apocaljrptic
imagery in both bibles ndds stress at the other end of the time asis, the
future. The theme of propl~ecythat bir~dsthe ttvo texts is arlotiler
element in tlis overall temporal siippage. Narrative ticne thus continually
returns upon itself. The whole bcok is riddled with analepses and prolepses, loohr~gfonvards and back~vards,and wide the main effect
concerns focalization and the role of the narrator(s), it also stretches

narrative time and condenses historical time.78 Consider the following
observation of Auerbach's:
Jf an occurrei~celike the sacrifice of Isaac is interpreted as prefiguring the
sacrifice of Cllrist, so that in the former the latter is as it were amlounced and
promised and the latter 'fialfiils'. . .the fornler, then a connexion is estabhsl~ed
between the nvo events whch are W e d neither causally nor tetnporally.
( A ~ ~ P z ~ J64)
~J*,

Auerbach descrhes tlGs as an example of a 'simultaneity' of time.
Elsewhere in the Exodus story we see a condensation of narrative time,
what Robert Alter calls an 'illusion of simultaneity' (Artof'Bihlild f'oef2y,
53). It is comparable ro the 'messianic time' that CXalter Benjamin describes in his 'Theses on the pldosophy of history' (xnrrj,whch places the
past and future together in an instantaneous present. But Renjanin identifies another mode of temporality, which Ile styles a 'progression through
homogenous, empty time' (XIII). It is t-his new ontology of reckoning time
that iir~dersollsees in the developtnelit of nationalism, a moment when
simultaneity is marked "not by prefiguring and fulfilment, but by temporal
coincidence, and measured by clock and calendar" (24). Such shfts in
cntology are then distilled into the two literarv forms which ushered in
the era of nationalism; namely, the novel a i d newspaper, epitomized
respectively by reahsm, and by calendrical measurement. Said questions
Anderson's "mistakenly linear periodnations" (Cu/hve .eat?dJn'pe?i~/is??z,
280)>but such a model remains appealing to many, historiographers and

literary historians dike. Anderson thus agrees with ,3uerbach that the
biblical notion of simultaneity is "wholly &lien to our own." It is only alien
to a positivist coilception of time, however - time as a linear progression, dm.e as the march. of cixrilization. But in the l o i g ~ edurie, in deep time,

78 -1hs is an esarnple

of the c1'1ssic tenzporai srn~cturatiol~
idei~tifedby Gunther Muller,
tile oppositiotl between the elapsed 'real' tilne and the + h etaken by the test to relate
tbc narrative ('Erzahlzeit ulld erziihlte Zeit'). Repetition increases this tension
exponentially, and p1;lces further pressure up011 the notion of h e a r progressiotl in
narrati;re time.

the paradoxes of past and future are easily reconcilable. Indeed, in rnytlic
chronology, time can go fonvard or backward, or be flattened altogether
in simultaneity. Repetition, at tlis level, thus becomes the key to recorafiguring our understanding of the events in indilld~~al
time. In a rcalist
temporality, repetition can be i'or~itousor irrelerant; it is simply coincidence. But in a mythcial ttinporaliq-, repetition signifies inevitability, it
carries the authority of desti iy.
Thrs collapsing of time is a key element in wvhat might be called a
'chronotope of nationhood'. Bakhth gives the name ~brotzotopeto the
"intrinsic connecredness of temporal and spatial relationships" that are
expressed in literature ('Forms of time and the cluoi~otope~,
84).79In the
literary artistic chrontope, writes Rakhtin:
Time, as it were, thickens, takes oti flesh, and becotxles artisicall~~
visible;
lkewise, space becomes cllargecl and responsive to the tnoveinents of time,
plot and Iistory. (84)
Because of the interrelation of 'literature' and listoriography, we can
estend the cl~rontope'sdomain to histo~lcalpoctics, tvhere tine and space
are of the utmost inlportance. 1 sap 'a' chronotope because just as there
arc multipie narratives of ??donhood, so tl~erearc mutliple chronotopes

And as Bakhtin says, chronotopes cari CO-existor contradct each other,
they may replace er oppose one another (252).
In regard to Australia's narionl~oodwe find a dsrinct cluos~otope
The place
comprising a chronologj- of si171r~/fakzeio,and a locus of e/~-e~uhere.
of this narrative is 'somexvhere else', it is dstant, in another

(~O~OS//OL,IIS)

place. Iu ,iustraia's case, Gallipoli is over the seas, in Europe. We saw tlle
inlportailce of spatial hxnality in the 7ite.r de nza'ge, where an initiate is
taken away fro111 their farmly or out of society, and renirned once the
requisite rites hare been performed. Liminality has an important function

Russian word xpoaorronis a simple compound cornbtling die Greek words
for time and space: xpci\loc and z6nog.

70 Bakhtjn's

in narrative as well. It is typical in romance genres for trznsfonnative
action to take place in some separate place at some remo'e from the
everyday. Notable examples are the forest of Broseliande in Arthurian
romance, and the forests in Shakespeare's As fi14 Ilk6 If and itlilsz~nz~jlzeel.
IVig,fl Dream. Dickens conveniently uses America and Australia in similar
ways. Europe fulfils the hnction for much Austrkan literature, although
the desert increasingly provides a fitting liminahty, as in nss. It is a
fatnrliar topos, too, in epic literature, where the action is set away froin
the l~ornelatidof the hero/es. For example: Beo~~z$narratesthe exploits
of its hero in a land across the water horn his home; the Churzsoiz de R~oitl~~d
tells of a battle over the Spanish border in the Pyreness; the medeval
Russian b y oJ'3got-lCan~puigtznarrates the catastrophe that befalls Prince
Igor far away over the steppes; the I/iadis set over the sea. Rut as well as
an abstract value of Otherness, the place of nationhood for Australia has
a specific valency in its European locus, and i.ts proximity to the 'cradle
of cisrilization'. Equally importal~tis that the action is played out on a
European stage in front of an Old 'LX'orld audience, who wdt~lessthe
lllstiatiorl of the debutante nation.
'he

temporal du-rli,i~sioi.i
in t h s chronotope of nationhood involves

a chronological persp

..

. L, thar disinisses calendrical time, and collapses

r c a simultaneous 'NOW',what Benjamin
the past, present and f ~ ~ t uinto

calls Jet~tseit('Theses', XI\'). It shcjws that the Galbpoli Nation is shot
through with the same sort of mythic irr?agting that Xuerbach saw in the
..

b:!>lical conception of time:
TIie here and no\-vis no longer merely a lmk in an rartldy cllain of events, it
is .sinziiitm~eou~ij
sonlethtng wllich has always been, and wdl be fLlfiUed in the
future. (i\di'esis, 664)

Barthes sees myth having the same effect on history: "hiyth deprives the
object of which it speaks of aU 1-Iistor-y" ('Myth today', 151). Barthes calls

this the 'miraculous evaporation of history', where the object's orlgm can
only be found in Eternitv.
We can call t h s process a 'pleating of history'. \Vhen a s l a t is folded
into pleats a number of things are aclieved. Firstly, parts that are originally separate come together; this is the collapsing or distance, as past and
future meet together in the present. Secondly, parts that were once -irisible
7.-e placed out of sight, hidden witlin the pleats; here is the forgetting of
unwanted listory, and wilful blindness to filture consequences. Lastlv, the
pleats create an impression of structure and order. I-Iere is how we
rransform the 'pile of wreckage' that is witnessed bp Benjamirl's Angel of
hstory, into a narrative of destiny and Mtillment. The wreckage is simply
swept under the carpet, or in this metaphor, hidden in the pleats.
It is clear that the temporality of the chronotope being proposed here

is exactly coiltradictory to tnat form of linear time whch Andersoil
rnairztxins is the midwife to modern nationalism, wlilicll listoricizes the
nation and locates it firmly in time and space. LYillere Xnderson sees
nationhood as rooted in a thorougldy modern temporality, this other
model dlsrupts linearity and rejects historicism. Logically then, the
's
is contrary to that of the nations that
narrative of A u s ~ ~ l i anationhood
figure in Anderson's thesis --in other words, Austraha is a different kind
of nation.
Every nation is unique of course, but for the purposes of these
theoretical arguments Australia appears to stand apart. For example, at
the time of Federation, .iustralia had fought no foreign wars and knew
ordy one language. It was ethically singular in its Arinshness. As an is!:>nd
continent, there have never been common borders to dispute, More
importailtly, the whole nation only came into existence @er the shifts in
cultural coiiception that drive Anderson's thesis. Its polity was fabricated
without a feudal hangover, its constitutiotl was blended from the two
most sophisticated democracies in the world. Australia was and is an
always-already modern nation. Unlike so many of the u-odd-be nations

described by hnderson and other theorists, white Australia k i d no
historical matter out of which to imagine a new future. ilustralia's history
could be measwed in decades, noi in centuries. Irs heritage was t&ed not
in dynastic:, but across a mere brace of generations. Les klurray tersely
captlures this anxiety in 'A brief history': "We are the Austrahans. Our
Redneck I'oe?1a7s). For klurray, a reactionary
history is short" (St/bl/~/?nan

republican, ''A short hstory gets you imperial scorn." T h s nation craved
an ancestral past, not a modern future. What Australia lacked was some
cultural and ilistorical baggage to call its own. Ir was not embarrassed by
a medr~valhistory, but in desperate need of one. There is no need to
escape f ~ o ma synchronous relation with the past; rather, this is exactly
the type of temporal imagining the nation was searchmg for. It was a way
of cl.ai.ming an ancestral heritage tvith~uthaving to inflate the meagre and
dubious details of the country's 'short histori;'. G-aIlnpoligave Australia
access to an immediate tradtioiz of martial pride and heroic sacrifice.
At the same time, in its structural inversion of so many of the
dscourses of the I3litish invasion of the Australian continent (discussed
in the previous chapter), Gallipoli acheves hr:!ier historical depth and
resonance for the nation. The are indeed rllallp waj7s in wl~ichthe
narratives of Anzac repeat and return upon themselves. For example, we
saw how in %chardson's Ati~~trulia
Fe& the quintessential Anzac image of
the "digger" finds more in common with his goldfield ancestor than mere
etymology. Yet whrle the etpmological link between the two is widely
accepted, there is a further relationshp in the evocative term "returned."
We saw in the previous chapter how this term has developed a particular
currency in Llustraha.The word had been used as early as 1852, however,
. ~quite
~
in the form "a retlmled dtgger," to describe an e ~ - ~ o l d r m n eItr is
possible that the existence of the phrase "returned digger" encouraged the
w a r - h e transferczce of &%er onto Anzac. For the adjective "returned"

'"L;:,OEI), 'returned', 2.b.;

~ / ~ J J I ~ ' ~ & N I I

iYationa/ Dictio~~a~,
530.

was already being used to describe repatriated solders in April 1936, bt~'0r.e
the first attested use of "dig-ge:"

meaning an i i n ~ a c It
. ~is~ another

esanlple of how Anzac Assembles a sense of mytlic depth.
The myth model embedded in the narrative of the Gallipoli Nation
is not that o ~ mode:.tl
?
Poland or Serbia, or other nations with long
histories of heroic struggle against the suppression of their identi~r.Nor
is it the model of Argentina or Mexico, ofwresting independence in a war
against a colo~lialoverlord. The federation of the colonies was I f i r e n t
too from the unification of Italy or Germany in the nineteenth century,
for there was not quite the sense of deep, cultural destiny in the Australian scenario. In fact it was closer in some ways to the fascist models
that emerged as a cmsequence of the Great War: one that attempted to
resurrect nationd pride by invoking a simultaneity of time and reaching
back to the imperial glory of Rome; another that did the same by imagining the present as a constant for one thousand years of Gern~anReich
into the future. 'The Gallipoli Nation is a people trying to invent for themselves that very past, stretchulg back into almost-forgotten history; and
through a similar collapsing of time, to imagine the same infinite future.
This is one of the more pomerf~~l
aspects of mytldc symbolis~nthat
Cassirer identifies: "Only symbolic espressioi~call yield the possibility of
prospect and retrospect, because it is only by s\m~bolsthat distinctions are
not merely maude, but fi>:editl consciousness" (Ll~gttqfe
N I if/l'fh,
~
38). The
ability to act prospectively u ~ dretrospectively becomes central to a
nation's desire to wvrite its future, and rewrite its past. iind so, with the
esample of Nazi Germany looming large, Cassirer says that, "In the
myths, the nation's past is dramatized in such a way as to make its future
destiny apparent" (iblyth oJ'ihe Stirte).

*

"

The Anstm/ica~,"\ufio,~a/r?ii.~Conrl~
cites the fust recorded use of "digger" meaning an
;illzac soldier as 12th ;Iuig. 1016 (.dig,qer, 2.). The word's origins are ,often dasputed, a r ~ d
a Xe\s~Zealand provenance callnot be discounted.

The merest glance at Australian culture reveals a pathologcal fascination
with the questiorl of its national identity. W'e can see t h s fascination on
&splay in nationalrst sporting fervour; in politics (the Republic 'debate' of
1999); in the 'culrural cringe' (which used to drive intellectuals from

ilustralia's shores, but now simply turns to those same expatriates as
cultural authorities), and of course, in John Howard's eulogy for Ted
Illarthews. It is played our in any number of monographs, horn Russel
'lKrard's The At/~tra&an
hgend or Donald Horne's The L*lib*y Cow,/cly, to the
current crop of essays, books and collectiolls on the subject. It all seems
to c o n k Tom Nairn's proposition that nations have 'ids' (T2eBreak-lq

of Brifuirz, 153-67).

For Australia, the identity crisis reaches a peak in its

desire for comparison with other nations, or simply for recogilition as a
peer. And the two most international activities in recent listory are those
whch excite Australians most -war and sport.
In his account of the A.I.F., Bean spends much rime it1 his early
volumes comparing the Anzacs with the standard of the British soldier.
In the last volume however, he looks to parallels between the Australians
and the Ilniericans. FIe finds smularities in everytling from their uiiforms
to their officers, but especially in their spirit and attitude to discipline (VI:
259-62,333,943,953). C d k e the Austrahans though, the Americans had
no need to 'prove' their nationhood to themselves or anyone. ~Zme~ica
won its independence in two wars against the most powerful. nation on
earth. It already had its own epic narratives of rlllitaq- hstory. \%'hat is
more, its soil was sraincd with the blood not just: of foreign enemies, but
its own people. The Civil lK7arput the Urllted States in the company of
nations IIke France, Britain, Gernlany and Spain, even imperial Rome, all
of whom had matured their self-identity with fratricidal stnfe and war.
The American colonists had also fought wars and signed treaties with
the indigenous America11 Indians. These batdes provided the Americans
with questionable h c - ~ lsIl:.e Custer, but also noble opponents such as
Sitting Bull and Black Kettle. iTrhite Americans could almost kid them-

F story ofthe
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selves that they had fought with the indigenous Indians on honest terms,
and made an honourable peace. White Australians mostly ignored the
shnlishes and battles with t l ~ eindigenous population that continued
throughout the nineteenth century and into the tcventietil. As Les Murray
put it for the white folks, with his customary pith: "Deep down we scorn
the Aborignes for not having provided us with the romantic vision of a
remembered mar."''

Today, calls grow ever louder for recognition of

.
100 years ago, despite Banjo
Australia's domestic d i t a n r h s t o n ~But
Paterson's attempts at patriotic versifying at Federation, Australia could
only look wit11 envy on other nations' d t a r y glory and yearn for its own.
The period between Federation and Gallipoli is possibly the 'whitest'
period in the whole history of Austraha. The indigenous population had
been reduced from an estimated 250,000 in 1788 to as low as 60,000; the
I<anakas had been expelled in 1906. The migration of southern and
eastern Europeans that grew in the 1920s and 30s and soared in the postwar years, had not yet begun to introduce new culrures and lanbwages to
the continent. There were inany non-British citizens of course, but nct in
any great proportion or concentration - except perhaps the Chinese,
who h e w to keep their heads down. T11e press screamed racial fear and

, masthead forthabuse at every opportunity. In l903 the radical B ~ / / e / kits
rightly proclaiming 'Australia for the Wlite Ailan', could even assert that
.~~
a matter of course, if
Australia was 'more British than the ~ r i t i s h 'As
not espedicncy, politicians were united in the idea of White Australia.
Throughout tlus period, as all coinmentators agree, Australia was at
least "97O/b British." How then could such xenophobia be generatcd by
such a small rninoritv, or bp the putative (though much publicized) threats
had displaced the
of invasion from the north? The white p~p~ilation

"

S J ' ~ N ~dJ~' l o r ~Herald,
~ i g 25th Januaq, 1975.

;iccordulg to the Bul/etiill, by 1903 the ;iustralian llad become "as much a full-bIowr1
wvlut-e Brinsh subject as the Britisher himself," arguing that a Londorier could quite as
easily be a 'Pole or Jew' (Bct//etitz10 Jan. 1903).

original inhabitants of the land. But they sull felt insecure, frigl~tenedof
a puny minonty

and a disinterested bogeyman without. It doesn't

seem unreasonable to suggest that there existed at a subliminal level a
transference of the plight of the Aboriginal population. Perhaps eTren a
But tlis manifested itself in the form of

sense of guilt or

fear and hatred of an absent enemy. And so wlite supremacy was the

Zeitgeist throughout the nation. Ir was the creed of clergymen and poets,
it was the d d y bread of statesmen and of workers, and of s o l d ~ e r s . ~ ~
The racial policies of the past may seem a soft target for attack by
changed contemporaly values. It is simply chasing after the wind to
chastise individuals or even a whole society for creating and supportblg
the White Australia Policy. 111 the same wavyI\ustralia cannot be singled
out as a rogue example, considering the racial policies of other wescern
democracies at the t h e . But these issue needs to be raised: not to set up
a straw argument, but to examine the y p e of nation that produced the
Anzacs, The Anzac legend is a product of CK7hiteAustralia, of a 97O/b
British Australia, and so are its rhetoric and rubrics. Much of its dynalnic
and momentum is bound in the mores and cultural values of its time.

*
One of the stror~gestnarrative scripts en1,rging from Beall's 'listor-y is

that the Australian l~atsonand its character were revealed and made
tnatlifest jir the ji~:~t
tihe at Gallipoli. Writing iinmedIately after the
Arnzistice in 1918 Bean considered that, "the big t h n g in the war for
Australia was the discovery of tile character of Australian men" (111Yottr
k f ~ 7 ~ & ., , / I ~ ~ r t r a hLike
~ ~ ) .a

natural and wonderid epiphany the nation

appeared to itself and the world in 1915. As John Howard tells it, Ted

Cf:,Henry Reynolds, This 1r'hi.perit.g

111

our Hc'T~~J..

X5 In lfis last ever public comment before the ,iustralian people, during the second
Conscsiption debate of I91 7, .ilfred Deakin appealed for a Yes vote on his record as
a patliot and nationalist: "Fellow Cow~trynlen-I have lived and worked to help you
keep Australia white and free" (19th Dec. 1917).
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The JYO!~ oj't/)e sto!-y qtj1tt;a;ps

Matthews and his comrades "carved out an idencinr for an entire nation"
('Speeches', 16/12/97). \X7hogave Xusuaha its identity: the convicts? tile
settlers, or the blacks, who fought each other for land? the mnihtant
shearers or the first 'diggers7 on the goldfields? the s\vaggre, or the
droa~er'swife? No -it

was that happy few, it was 'red Matthews and his

band of brothers. By such logic the entire hstory of Australian nadonhood beJbre Gallipoli is relegated. It becomes not merely a palirnpsest, but
a fubz//araw.
Here is fhe real key to Gallipoli. hiore than anytlling else tlle Anzac
myth colltructs a rneans of repressing the secrets of Australia's genesis.

By wvrenchng the origin of the nation into the hventieth century, the
invasion and colonizatiorl are lidden from view. The Aboriginal
pap~dationis conveilieiltly forgotten. The convict stain is wiped clean. In
this narrative there is no past, no chrysalis hiding unpalatable truths of a
hstory tl~atnever was. ?he Austrahan nation is an IIIILI~L~
bursting forth as
if from nowhere, readr to fly upon the world stage. It wants to believe
that the nation is a natural rather than constructed form, and that the
Australian nation emerged already fully formed wit11 a unique character
and identiw. Such a corlstn~ctiolladumbrates Barthes' dictum that '"what
the world supplies to myth is a l~istoricalreahty.. .and what myth gives in
return is a nutur~~Iimage
of tlGs reality" ('hlyth today7,142).
But every theory of nationalism and nationhood argues the contrary
- that nations are the end product of an already established nationalism.

As E-Iobsbawm observes, "The 'nation' as concei~redby nationa1'Ism, can

be recognkzed prospectively; the real 'nation' can onl, be recognized a
po~fetiorz"(A7(nltionsatzr/Rc~tio~~uli~~~~~
~;tnct!1750, 9). In other words, nationalist
patriots can i m a p e a future nation, the fruit of their labours, but such an
entity can only be perceived after the fact. Ernest Gellner maintains that
a nation does not come hlto being by itself, or fiom out of a vacuum, but
is the result of a pre-existing natisnalism. For h m , as for Mobsbawm,
;inclerson and others, the idea of the nation as a natural phenoincno~lor

inherent political condition is a myth: "But we must not accept the rnyth,"
Gellner cries (&7ati0nJalzd ATafionah~-n~,
49). On the other hand 'nationalism', irrespective of whether it is a 'natural condition', is very much a real
force. "Nat;onaIism, lvlich sornetirnes takes pre-existing cultures and
turns them into nations, sometimes invents them, and often obliterates
pre-existing cultures: that is a reality."
Where then is the origin of the 'Australian nation'? Is it to be found
in E&nund Rarton's Federation slogan, "A nation for a coatinent, and a

contineilt for a nation." Did it begin with Parkes' speech at Tenterfield?
In the shearing sheds, or at Eureka? Was independence already nascent
in the bruised pride of transported convicts? And was the nationalist
impulse in fact already spent by the end of the 1890s, such that Federation occurred on nationahsm's expiring momentum (TvIcMinn, 1CTal.;ona/;o~z
a d Federatioil)? It is impossible to single out any individuai or event or

movement, for nations have no clearly identifiable births (Anderson, 205).
But wherever the origins are sought, the nationalism that created the
Commonwealtl~existed well before Federation, and the nation that
people suddenly see clearly in 1915 is new only in their sight.
-4ccording to Howard's script, follo~vingBean, "Australian nationhood itself [was] forged that April morning on the battleground of a
foreign shore thn.ug11 the sacrifice and struggle of our diggers." The

Oji~ia/Ifi~.to!j,
helps faslion this revelatoq~moment of national character
through its narration of the transformative experience of the War. The
great questions were, 'How would the adolescent nation perform in the
<<

supreme test" of a war?' and 'Could the Empire trust its "raw, untried

colonials"?' It is worth pausing to note that when Bean sat down in 1919
to write h s lustoqr, he had spent just sixteen of h s forty years in; his
hative' Australia. Having left in 1883 he missed the entire Federation
debate, and could not witness i-irst 112;ld any changes
imagin"on

ill

the national

and psyche that came as a consequence of Federation. For

hun dlen, perhaps more than others, the war brought a chance to take the

The stgg. oj'thc stag o f ' / l n p .

measure of the Ilew nation. As so Bean specifically states that, "Even the
1st Austrahan Division entered its first battle not knowing what manner
of men hustrah&nswere" (TI: 1094). .).Yethen read that the htlzacs 'were
not found wanting', et^; etc.; and by their doings 'the Australian nation
came to know itself, etc. etc. This narrative rhetoric establishes a logic
whereby the Anzacs' experience alone reif-ies the national consciousness.
Humphrey ?&Queen (Gallipoli fo 11ctru2/, 4) argues that the birth of
c i o e sto dstinguished from three other
Australian n a ~ o n a~l * u ~ z ~ ~ needs

elements of nationalism, namely:

- the achieverneat of national utii'in some constitutional sense
- the aclievement of national identity as a focus for public loyalty
- the development and recoglition of a national character

As we have seen, each of these existed before Gallipoli, pet each has
become subsumed within the totalizing symbolism of one master
narrative: Anzac. It is important therefore to note a slippage between
Bean's rubric and Howard's restatement. Bean was careful to say that
r i ~ rlustraliai~
~s~~
what was born on 25th h p d 19: 5 was the " c o r z s ~ i o ~ ~ . of

nationhood." For Ho~vard,G d p o l i has become the forge of nationhood
itself. And really, despite Bean's semantic nicety, t h s is the message of the

OJj~ialH i ~ . t u y .
A:

In concluding these argumeiits about natiorlhood I want to 100li at the
famhar myth of the Phcenix, for ir Inany ways it provides a metaphor for
the 'birth' of the Australian nation in the deaths of the Anzacs at
~ a l l i ~ o l i .The
" first literary trace of the pbeni-yruxis in Herodotos (J3k 11:

573),who mentions a sacred bird with recl and golden plumage, that flies
from Arabia to Egypt once every five hundred years bearing the body of

86

Gerster makes a passing reference to tile notion of ;iustralia Phccnt~in Big-nofitg

(14).

its father embalmed in a ball of myrrh. Plinp (A~atc~raal
hlstoria?,Bk X: $2)
describes how there is only ever one phclenix at a time, which is born out
the corpse of its father. The most f a d a r foml of the legend howelrer,
in the I'h~sio/qg~s,tells of a bird from India that subsists on air for five
hundred years, then flies to Heliopolis and is burned to ashes on the altar
in the temple of the sun. The following day a new phaenix 'rises from the

ashes', and when after three days its wings are fully grown, the riew bird
flies away again.

All the elements of the phcenk~myth suggest it is a yet another
manifestation of the solar myth that so fascinated hlas Miiller and the
comparative mythologists: the appearance in EIeliopolis (the 'city of the
sun'); the 'red and golden plumage' of dawn, daylight and dusk; and notleast, the cycle of rebirth and regeneration. Note also that the stories
generally include a period of 'night', when the bird lies dead on the
altar/pyre. The image of the phcenix is commorily invoked as a salve in
times of disaster: whatever misery and suffering has occurred, there is
alwiys hope for the future. Its sinlple message of optimism is grounded
in the ~lotiorlthat death can be replaced, as it were, with new life. 'l"he fiict
that the bird is only cver male evokes no objections.
The p l ~ e l l i sthus provides an image from the animate ~vorldof the
vegetal cycle found in Frazer. Life out of death, day becomes night,
Spring follows Winter. The key to the Fraze~lancycle is the ciielectic
between origi~~dit-jand repetition. Each year is new, but each season the

same as the last vesr's. Each ilcw king of the wood is another inchvidual,
h i t they all suffer the sane fate. The myth of the phoenix highlights tlis
dichotomv. 'The bird is unique and singular, hence its notorien.; it is the
But it is also a Inere factory model,
ultimate expression ofind4.i~id~lality.
a constant reproduction of its fonner itself. Ths oxymorcjii can bc seen

in Australia's pathology of identity. Only by being dfferent can one be
noticed, but old7 by being the same can one be included. Although the
L\nzac Nation purports to celebrate a &sdnctive character alld identity,

it betrays the f x t that nationhood has been achieved as per the old way,
war and sacrifice-the nation is not so different after all.
Gafipoli &d not make Australia a nation, but it gave the ilatioi~of
Xustraha a narrative of nationhood, a narrative that Australians believed
gave them equal accreditation w i t h the company of others nations. This
is the paradox - always wanting to be dfferent, the nation ended up
simply copying an age-old mould. What other models night Australia
have aspired to? Manning Clark held fast to a rornalzticized

T
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Australia as a truly new scciety, where democratic liberties would t l i ~ ~ m p h
over privilege and capital. But with the coming of the Great War, and
Australia's desperate eagerness to participate, he concluded that the ideals
of Australia had been 'cast to the winds'

(ir:426). The

nation was Wie to

all the rest and would cleave to the old dead tree, never the young tree
green. The narratives of the world are numberless, says Barthes -but we
all tell the same stories. In the words of I-Iorace (Satires, 1, i: 691, "Mutdo
~onlilrede /efibzr/a rzavafur": Change thc name and the story is told about
JTOU, With

Gallipoli, Australia could at last tell the story it had waited for,

never stopping to notice that it was only the subject's name that was
different.

